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ABSTRACT 

This article postulates the existence of a “Greed-Hate Disorder” (GHD) and 

presents a layered therapeutic plan for those individuals most responsible for 

promoting it, specifically American political, industry and media leaders. Part 1 of 

this article reviews the practical utility of law and potential psychoanalytic, 

behavioral, neurochemical, anthropologic, and more recent political etiological 

factors leading to this pernicious hypothetical disorder. The cynical use of 

manufactured consent to keep the current Euro-American plutocratic system 

going is also briefly discussed. Part 2 establishes the practical and existential need 

for treatment of the hypothesized Greed-Hate Disorder, and reviews evidence 

suggesting the majority of US presidents including President Biden and most of 

his top administration officials are and have been for a long time afflicted with this 

disorder. Part 3 of this article looks at empirical criteria to measure who are most 

in need of the therapy presented in this article, and a variety of ways to motivate 

them to participate in it. Part 4 presents the therapeutic treatment design specifics, 

including pretest clinical trials, medical and psychological assessments of 

potential participants partly to establish baselines for evaluation of the 

recommended treatment process after completion. This is followed by a more 

detailed outline of specific procedures used in this suggested treatment program 

which includes initial systematic desensitization towards target groups followed 

by immersion learning in foreign cultures. Evidence is presented that at least two 

psychopharmacologic medicines may increase the speed and efficacy of the initial 

treatment process. One of the a priori assumptions underpinning the abbreviated 

treatment process presented in this paper is that President Trump and more 

recently President Biden have enacted highly aggressive overseas placements of 

military and covert action assets. These actions have created imminent threats to 

world and US national security vis a vis their proximity to several nuclear 

flashpoints that can all too easily be ignited either by accident, one of the 

belligerents or a third party motivated by the perceived need for American 

hegemony to continue indefinitely. The success or failure of this suggested GHD 

treatment program depends on the role in history President Biden would like to 

take. He has a choice to either make American Great Again and help restore 

balance, health and happiness to the world or oversee the final decline and fall of 

the American Empire and resulting global economic depression and anarchy that 

will last until China and Russia can glue the pieces of a new, hopefully vastly more 

peaceful global economy back together.  
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Part 1 Background on the greed-hate disorder (GHD) 

The Case for intervention and practical utility of law 

 

“It’s the economy, stupid.” 

Quote by James Carville, a strategist in Bill Clinton’s 

successful 1992 presidential campaign. 

 

Law is the foundation of civilization for without it there is nothing civil about 

that civilization; it degenerates into despotism and anarchy as the decline and fall 

of the Western Roman Empire so aptly demonstrated.  

Laws form a bond between people allowing them to work together in a way that 

benefits all and permits resources to be devoted towards some kind of meaningful 

progress within that civilization.  

Laws maximize the freedom of everyone, for example the law against murder 

increases the freedom of everyone to live, the laws against theft increase the 

freedom of everyone to own property, and so on. 

What happens when the most powerful nation on earth casts aside all laws and 

sets itself up as the ultimate arbitrator of justice – a self serving justice devoted 

only to the enrichment of its own ruling class and condemns the rest of humanity 

to eternal subjugation and servitude? 

What happens when a formerly representative form of government such as what 

was democracy in western civilization is usurped by a profit-driven corporate 

elite that so controls the news, it usurps people’s real freedom of choice to fairly 

choose those best suited to lead the democracies(?) and instead manufactures 

consent to elect degenerate despots, foster revolutions around the world and wage 

endless entirely unjustifiable wars against the innocent around the world? 

It is this abrogation of law since WWII by the political-corporate elite of the United 

States, aided and abetted by primary the UK, France, other elements within the EU 

(e.g., NATO), Israel and India, that has led to “The Situation” – a situation in need 

of an intervention.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34LGPIXvU5M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34LGPIXvU5M
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Momentum leading to ever greater usurpation of rights by the US, and economic 

polarization in the US and worldwide emphasize the need for a therapeutic 

intervention to reinstill some common values in political, media and corporate 

leaders such as are defined in laws, including laws against (global-scale) wanton 

murder, theft, and enslavement (such as wars and the extreme poverty that follow 

produce), and laws guaranteeing free speech and freedom of the press.  

The ever-increasing US policy makers defiance of laws and values are essential 

components of the United States’ explicitly stated goal of global hegemony in 

perpetuity most recently expressed as an American version of “rules based 

international order.”  

Nations who resist absorption into the Euro-American “blob” get smeared with 

American funded defamation, color revolutions, civil and international wars, and 

economic sanctions.  

Journalists who attempt to cast light on this grim despotic situation get covert and 

overt defamation, economic isolation, harassment, imprisonment (1, 2, 3, 4), if 

they’re lucky exile, and in some cases, death (1, 2, 3, 4). 

Drone King Obama Enjoys Life in $11 Million Mansion, While 

Drone Whistleblower Daniel Hale Goes to Jail for Exposing 

War Crimes - By Jeremy Kuzmarov - April 9, 2021 

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/09/drone-

king-obama-enjoys-life-in-11-million-mansion-while-drone-

whistleblower-daniel-hale-goes-to-jail-for-exposing-war-

crimes  

Many countries including democracies like the USA have “hit lists” for censorship 

of news publications (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and kill lists like the USA (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). 

President Obama opposed the death penalty at home, “but issued kill orders for 

Muslims overseas with no trial at all.” In addition, strong evidence American 

journalists are on the US Kill List as well. 

Even though there are associations to protect journalists, there are significant 

“gaps” in regards to who exactly they will advocate for, and some of the best 

journalists who have been imprisoned are mysteriously left off their list making 

one wonder if those organizations primarily protect CIA officers and agents using 

journalist covers as part of a US government sponsored smear campaign against 

those countries that arrest them. 

Simultaneously the “Western Media Incite Anti-Asian Racism When They Join in 

Cold War Against China.” 

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/05/07/about-that-rules-based-international-order/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/05/07/about-that-rules-based-international-order/
https://www.cato.org/commentary/understanding-failure-us-foreign-policy-albright-doctrine
https://www.cato.org/commentary/foreign-policy-blob-strikes-back-were-just-fine-proclaim-architects-endless-wars
https://thegrayzone.com/2020/10/12/julian-assange-trial-freedom-speech/
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/sign-the-petition-free-chelsea-manning-now?source=direct_link&referrer=group-fight-for-the-future
https://fair.org/home/hales-crime-is-not-leaking-information-but-exposing-government-lies-about-the-drone-program/
https://cpj.org/2020/12/in-2020-u-s-journalists-faced-unprecedented-attacks/
https://www.wired.com/story/after-six-years-in-exile-edward-snowden-explains-himself/
https://cpj.org/data/killed/?status=Killed&motiveConfirmed%5B%5D=Confirmed&type%5B%5D=Journalist&start_year=1992&end_year=2021&group_by=year
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-contra-cocaine-scandal-washington-posts-assault-on-gary-webb/5408793
https://www.globalresearch.ca/america-s-debt-to-journalist-gary-webb/314
https://www.scribd.com/book/352712616/The-Mysterious-Death-of-Udo-Ulfkotte-Evidence-for-a-Murder
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/09/drone-king-obama-enjoys-life-in-11-million-mansion-while-drone-whistleblower-daniel-hale-goes-to-jail-for-exposing-war-crimes
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/09/drone-king-obama-enjoys-life-in-11-million-mansion-while-drone-whistleblower-daniel-hale-goes-to-jail-for-exposing-war-crimes
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/09/drone-king-obama-enjoys-life-in-11-million-mansion-while-drone-whistleblower-daniel-hale-goes-to-jail-for-exposing-war-crimes
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/09/drone-king-obama-enjoys-life-in-11-million-mansion-while-drone-whistleblower-daniel-hale-goes-to-jail-for-exposing-war-crimes
http://www.propornot.com/p/home.html
https://thegrayzone.com/2020/06/05/the-fbi-launches-open-attack-on-foreign-alternative-media-outlets-challenging-u-s-foreign-policy
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/dfrlab-china-reports/
https://www.blackagendareport.com/google-censors-the-real-left
https://www.nakedcapitalism.com/2016/12/washington-post-backlash.html
https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2017/09/19/goog-s19.html
https://graphika.com/in-the-media
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526397-ukrainian-democracy-silence-journalism/
https://theintercept.com/drone-papers/
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/inside-the-cias-kill-list/
https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Disposition_Matrix
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-presidents-kill-list
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/us-invokes-state-secrets-privilege-to-block-american-journalists-challenge-to-alleged-spot-on-drone-kill-list/2019/09/24/15580b88-dee9-11e9-b199-f638bf2c340f_story.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2020/11/22/kill-lists-barack-obamas-blind-spot
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2020/11/22/kill-lists-barack-obamas-blind-spot
https://reprieve.org/us/2020/11/13/us-journalist-demands-to-know-am-i-on-the-kill-list/
https://thegrayzone.com/2019/12/11/cpj-committee-to-protect-journalists-assange/
https://fair.org/home/western-media-incite-anti-asian-racism-when-they-join-in-cold-war-against-china/
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The Situation 

As bad as things may appear to be around the world, in fact they are worse. 

Virtually all the news media are minimizing or ignoring daily catastrophes in 

order to breath life back into national economies in the wake of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Mature adults take responsibility for their problems and consequently might not 

even consider systemic “problems” in government and industry as possible very 

real causes of many or most of their problems. This article discusses some of those 

system errors, and offers a reality-based low-cost therapeutic treatment that has 

the potential to treat at least two of the most onerous causative factors in 

government and industry malfeasance: unlimited greed and hate disorders. 

Westerners are very concerned about COVID-19 because it kills a lot of westerners. 

Most however are not concerned about the capitalist-driven Greed-Hate Disorder 

(GHD, sometimes referred to herein as a “virus” due to their highly contagious 

natures) that kills far more people than COVID-19, especially people of color and 

Muslims around the world, mostly by way of starvation, transmissible 

diseases/lack of medical resources and suicide, missiles, bombs and guns. The 

Greed-Hate Disorder (GHD) also created the circumstances leading to 79 million 

humans becoming “displaced people.” 

Ongoing Wars and Conflicts in the World Today by Karl 

Thompson, March 3, 2021 

It is sad to say, but there are currently ongoing wars or minor 

conflicts in around three dozen countries, most of them in the 

Middle East, North West Asia and Sub-Saharan Afrika, and a 

major ongoing drug-war in Mexico. 

https://revisesociology.com/2021/03/03/ongoing-wars-

and-conflicts-in-the-world-today/  

That does not include the economic wars the US is waging via economic sanctions 

on most of the poorest people in the world which directly lead to massive 

starvation (25,000 humans starving to death every day), death by preventable 

communicative diseases, etc.  

As American domestic and foreign policies slide ever deeper into fascism, the 

polarization between wealthy and poor skyrockets… 

• https://www.politico.com/newsletters/the-long-

game/2021/01/05/maximum-polarization-491295 

https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/losing-25000-hunger-every-day
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/covid-19-infectious-diseases-tuberculosis-measles-malaria/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/covid-19-infectious-diseases-tuberculosis-measles-malaria/
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2018/09/05/644928153/what-kills-5-million-people-a-year-its-not-just-disease
https://ourworldindata.org/suicide
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/goal-16/
https://revisesociology.com/2021/03/03/ongoing-wars-and-conflicts-in-the-world-today/
https://revisesociology.com/2021/03/03/ongoing-wars-and-conflicts-in-the-world-today/
https://sanctionskill.org/
https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/losing-25000-hunger-every-day
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/the-long-game/2021/01/05/maximum-polarization-491295
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/the-long-game/2021/01/05/maximum-polarization-491295
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• https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-political-polarization-

presents-biggest-risk-to-the-world-in-2021-eurasia-group-11609776398 

• https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/50/eabd4201  

…while the US overtly and covertly promotes civil and international conflicts in 

an increasing number of places around the world, there is a growing, some might 

assert extreme need to understand and address the seemingly infinite greed and 

hate that is driving this poverty and violence. 

• https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/transformation/fascism-america/ 

• https://sciencenorway.no/blog-politics-researchers-zone/creeping-

fascism-in-america/1799050 

• https://www.publicopiniononline.com/story/opinion/2021/05/19/fasci

sm-creeping-through-america/5164360001/ 

• https://www.amazon.com/Creeping-Fascism-What-How-

Fight/dp/0995535264 

• https://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archives/entry/Jas

on_Stanley/ 

• https://www.orlandoweekly.com/orlando/think-fascism-cant-happen-

here-youre-already-soaking-in-it/Content?oid=27435550 

Although most of the above articles relate to the “threat” of fascism from former 

President Trump, President Biden’s most powerful government department and 

agency top positions are saturation-level filled with foreign “interventionists” 

(promoters of wars) and individuals with “conflict of interest,” issues. 

“A murder epidemic, migrant crisis & economic meltdown at home… but still the 

US meddles in the world’s affairs.” https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526339-biden-

harris-global-interference/  

American leaders are promoting ethnonationalist (fascist) governments around 

the world (Afghanistan, Austria, Australia, Ethiopia, Germany, Poland…) 

erroneously believing that fascists fight communism better than liberal 

democracies, in spite of the fact that fascism is a far greater danger to democracies 

than socialism. Socialism in fact, is not a threat to anyone or any other economic 

or political system.  At the same time the US consistently maintains the world’s 

largest prison system at home. These combined trends are strong indicators 

something is wrong with the mental health of the leadership at home in the USA.  

It is hard to believe US politicians can accuse China for example of being 

oppressive when the USA consistently over the years has six times as many people 

(per 100,000) in prison as China. I’ve lived in both countries for more than 10 years 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-political-polarization-presents-biggest-risk-to-the-world-in-2021-eurasia-group-11609776398
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-political-polarization-presents-biggest-risk-to-the-world-in-2021-eurasia-group-11609776398
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/50/eabd4201
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/transformation/fascism-america/
https://sciencenorway.no/blog-politics-researchers-zone/creeping-fascism-in-america/1799050
https://sciencenorway.no/blog-politics-researchers-zone/creeping-fascism-in-america/1799050
https://www.publicopiniononline.com/story/opinion/2021/05/19/fascism-creeping-through-america/5164360001/
https://www.publicopiniononline.com/story/opinion/2021/05/19/fascism-creeping-through-america/5164360001/
https://www.amazon.com/Creeping-Fascism-What-How-Fight/dp/0995535264
https://www.amazon.com/Creeping-Fascism-What-How-Fight/dp/0995535264
https://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archives/entry/Jason_Stanley/
https://www.newhavenindependent.org/index.php/archives/entry/Jason_Stanley/
https://www.orlandoweekly.com/orlando/think-fascism-cant-happen-here-youre-already-soaking-in-it/Content?oid=27435550
https://www.orlandoweekly.com/orlando/think-fascism-cant-happen-here-youre-already-soaking-in-it/Content?oid=27435550
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526339-biden-harris-global-interference/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526339-biden-harris-global-interference/
https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/us-promotion-of-afghan-pashtun-ethnonationalism
https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/blog/austria-another-political-success-built-populism
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/280972075_%27They_have_to_abide_by_our_laws_and_stuff%27_Ethnonationalism_masquerading_as_civic_nationalism
https://altnewsreview.substack.com/p/made-in-america-genocide-in-ethiopia-8fe
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-greens-reality-check/
https://notesfrompoland.com/2021/02/28/far-right-group-can-be-called-fascists-rules-polands-supreme-court/
https://www.cavalierdaily.com/article/2020/11/cano-santiago-fascism-is-a-more-legitimate-threat-to-american-democracy-than-socialism
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/spl/hi/uk/06/prisons/html/nn2page1.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/spl/hi/uk/06/prisons/html/nn2page1.stm
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/incarceration-rates-by-country
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and believe there is greater liberalism in China, and the government does a better 

job of representing the people regardless as to the system of government. 

As another example of that latter assertion, compare the approximately 600,000 

deaths in the US from COVID-19 compared to the 4,846 deaths in China. That’s 

liberalism – the freedom to stay alive. There never were lockdowns where I live in 

Beijing, so I went jogging and biking like usual through the whole epidemic. The 

only difference for me was I wore a mask in public places, though I didn’t in the 

natural outdoor places I enjoy the most (as there’s very few or no people there). 

In Beijing will see a normal distribution of gay and lesbians strolling around the 

Chaoyang area, however as  far as I know the Chinese government is not 

promoting transgender operations for school children, so there are some limits to 

their liberalism as compared to some liberal democracies.  

The biggest problem the world confronts now however is not people’s 

manufactured “search for identity,” but rather the rapidly rising risk of a new 

global war as the result of the American quest to ensure that China’s economy 

never gets larger than the US. A careful search of US defense expenditures reveals 

a number of very alarming “red flags,” for example claiming to be “irreversible.” 

That’s a rather odd addition to a budget front page. Allocating $4 billion to the 

destruction of China’s ability to communicate and do business internationally is 

more than a little odd, in addition to being highly illegal and “over the top” 

unethical. China’s defense budget has been miniscule compared to the US for 

decades. 

 

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/region/china
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/525705-dysphoric-gender-children-trans/
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/Spotlight/FY2021-Defense-Budget/
https://thegreatlinking.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/strategic-competition-act-of-2021-pt.-2-illegal-info-war-against-china.pdf
https://thegreatlinking.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/strategic-competition-act-of-2021-pt.-2-illegal-info-war-against-china.pdf
https://thegreatlinking.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/strategic-competition-act-of-2021-pt.-3-target-belt-and-road-initiative-1.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/bidens-defense-budget-gives-troops-27-raise-2021-05-28/
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https://fas.org/issues/nuclear-weapons/status-world-nuclear-forces/ 

Yes, at some time in the future China’s economy may get larger than the US, which 

wouldn’t be surprising given its population of 1.4 billion is four times the size of 

the USA population of 332,828,477.  

So what? 

Why must one kid in the sandbox always have the most marbles, and if another 

kid gets more marbles, should that first kid kill him, and his family and nuclear 

bomb his house? This writer tries to be analytical and professional, but that is not 

an average psychopathology, that is Hannibal Lecter scale crazy. 

Etiology of Greed-Hate Disorder (GHD) 

There are several theories as to why some people are so greedy.  

A psychoanalytic theory of pathological greed 

Greed as a Mental Health Disorder, By Peter Michaelson, 

October 15, 2014 

“Greed is a factor in the well-documented growing 

concentration of wealth in the United States. The super-rich 

claim to deserve their wealth, but it’s likely that greed – not 

wisdom or common sense much less the common good – was 

a factor in the creation over the past decades of a 

“financialized” economy that unduly tilts the playing field in 

favor of those with the most capital…” 

“Both narcissism and greed have their roots in profound self-

doubt. Narcissism is self-aggrandizement of the emotional 

kind, while greed is self-aggrandizement of the materialistic 

kind. Narcissism (when it occurs as pervasive grandiosity) is 

listed as a mental disorder in psychiatry’s diagnostic manual. 

Why not greed?” 

https://truthout.org/articles/greed-as-a-mental-health-

disorder/  

The above article goes on to postulate that narcissism and greed derive from 

unconscious feelings of lacking importance, significance or value, or a negative 

sense of self. One might suggest pathological greed is not listed as a 

psychopathology in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of mental disorders 

because the American Psychiatric Association that produces it is as much a 

political entity seeking its own Narcissistic self-aggrandizement and political 

https://truthout.org/articles/greed-as-a-mental-health-disorder/
https://truthout.org/articles/greed-as-a-mental-health-disorder/
https://www.psychiatry.org/psychiatrists/practice/dsm
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power as it is a medical/psychological organization. On a more pragmatic level 

there is a great deal of money involved including from contracts with the 

Department of Defense (DoD) and CIA. These dubious relationships, and 

corruption of the psychiatric and psychological science into tools to promote 

conflict and war can most certainly contribute to human species extinction, or at 

minimum WWIII. Ditto for the American Psychological Association. Taking these 

facts into consideration it is not surprising therapies for greed and hate disorders 

have not been made publicly available, as the DoD and Intelligence Community 

and governing bodes for psychiatry and psychology benefit hugely from conflict 

and wars.  

Behavioral theories of pathological greed (and corruption) 

Behavioral theories of psychology are generally considered to be the most 

scientific and a great deal of research has been done to demonstrate how learning 

is the primary determinant of behavior.  

What Is Operant Conditioning and How Does It Work? How 

Reinforcement and Punishment Modify Behavior, by Saul 

McLeod, updated 2018 

Operant conditioning, also known as instrumental 

conditioning, is a method of learning normally attributed to 

B.F. Skinner, where the consequences of a response determine 

the probability of it being repeated. Through operant 

conditioning behavior which is reinforced (rewarded) will 

likely be repeated, and behavior which is punished will occur 

less frequently. 

https://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-

conditioning.html  

B.F. Skinner believed that people’s behavior is entirely a function of environmental 

reinforcements and punishments, and therefore people have no more real freedom 

than lab rats. His most famous book was titled: Beyond Freedom and Dignity. 

It is easy to understand pathological greed from a behavioral perspective. 

Hoarding money and/or resources increases ones’ power to lord over other 

people, enhancing a feeling of godhood and the many physical and potential 

psychological pleasures that can accompany it. Those are highly reinforcing 

stimuli for some individuals who don’t get those reinforcers as ordinary working 

people.  

Corruption is one of the logical consequences of pathological greed. 

https://www.vanderbilt.edu/psychological_sciences/graduate/current/funding.php
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/01/us/report-says-american-psychological-association-collaborated-on-torture-justification.html
https://www.aclu.org/blog/national-security/torture/psychologists-who-enabled-torture
https://www.apa.org/independent-review/revised-report.pdf
https://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-conditioning.html
https://www.simplypsychology.org/operant-conditioning.html
https://selfdefinition.org/psychology/BF-Skinner-Beyond-Freedom-&-Dignity-1971.pdf
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Units of Analysis for Corruption Experiments: Operant, 

Culturobehavioral Lineage, Culturant, and Macrobehavior, 

Karoliny Lopes da Hora and Angelo A. S. Sampaio,  

“As an operant behavior, the concept of corruption involves 

a response who produces immediate higher-magnitude 

reinforcing consequences plus some probability of 

punishment to the individual, and a delayed lower-

magnitude benefit to the group… 

“Future studies on ethical self-control may investigate 

important variables in the discussion of corruption as adding 

aversive consequences to the group (for corruption represents 

the production of problems for culture) and/or the addition 

of some probability of contingent punishment for the 

impulsive response. Furthermore, future studies could 

evaluate the transmission of ethical impulsive responses 

through verbal control and analyze interventions that use 

antecedent verbal control.” 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6901643  

The neurochemistry of pathological greed 

Dope, Dopes, and Dopamine: The Problem with Money by 

Tony Schwartz, October 26, 2010 

“We can’t control our greed,” the CEO acknowledged, in a 

rare moment of candor and insight. “You should regulate us 

more.” Greed is defined as an excessive desire for wealth or 

goods. At its most rapacious, greed trumps rationality, 

judgment, perspective, and any concern with the collateral 

damage it may cause. As Michael Lewis has written, “It’s 

more than a little nuts for a man who has a billion dollars to 

devote his life to making another billion, but that’s what some 

of our most exalted citizens do, over and over again.”  

“Greed begins in the neurochemistry of the brain. What fuels 

our greed is a hormone neurotransmitter in the brain called 

dopamine. The higher the dopamine levels in the brain, the 

more pleasure we experience. Cocaine, for example, directly 

increases dopamine levels. By using magnetic resonance 

imaging studies, the Harvard researcher Hans Breiter and his 

colleagues have found that the craving for money activates 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6901643
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the same regions of the brain as the craving for cocaine, or sex, 

or any other instant and intense pleasure. 

“Dopamine is most reliably activated by novel stimuli — 

meaning an experience we haven’t had before. We crave 

recreating that experience. But here’s the problem: if we snort 

the same amount of cocaine the next time, or earn the same 

sum of money, dopamine levels tend not to increase.” 

https://hbr.org/2010/10/dopes-and-dopamine-the-

problem.html  

During the past 500 years of Euro-American colonialism, there have been virtually 

no punishments for greedy politicians and capitalists that conquer and enslave 

entire tribes, nations and continents. Given the highly reinforcing qualities of 

nearly unlimited power, money and greed, Euro-American capitalism and the 

corruption it engenders have become like a runaway steam engine with nothing 

to stop it or even slow it down.  

The COVID-19 pandemic is estimated to push an additional 

88 million to 115 million people into extreme poverty this year, 

with the total rising to as many as 150 million by 2021, 

depending on the severity of the economic contraction.  

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-

release/2020/10/07/covid-19-to-add-as-many-as-150-

million-extreme-poor-by-2021  

Were Nazi eugenics programs imported from the USA? Mostly, though they had 

their own pro-Nordic theories. In any case was COVID-19 has functioned very 

much in the way of a eugenic time bomb, and one can only wonder if it really was 

“just” a “black swan?” Lockdowns in the USA and Europe locked millions into 

living vicariously through mostly corporate controlled media, manufacturing 

consent for all kinds of “odd things.” 

The term ‘manufacture of consent’ was first used by Walter Lippmann, in the 

1920’s, who claimed that propaganda had already become ‘a regular organ of 

popular government’ and was steadily increasing in sophistication and 

importance. Nothing like the sophistication of today’s media however. 

Evolutionary psychobiological roots of aggression 

To the victims of pathological greed who die or lose loved ones, friends, and 

tribal/national members in wars, the pathological greed of the attackers is viewed 

as very cruel aggression, not some psychological illness. 

https://hbr.org/2010/10/dopes-and-dopamine-the-problem.html
https://hbr.org/2010/10/dopes-and-dopamine-the-problem.html
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/10/07/covid-19-to-add-as-many-as-150-million-extreme-poor-by-2021
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/10/07/covid-19-to-add-as-many-as-150-million-extreme-poor-by-2021
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2020/10/07/covid-19-to-add-as-many-as-150-million-extreme-poor-by-2021
https://dc.etsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=5263&context=etd
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1299061/
https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
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Given that the human brain is a record of evolution one can find within it circuits 

for different kinds of aggression evolved to promote the survival and evolution of 

the species. Likewise, one can argue that some of this genetic inheritance has been 

hijacked by politicians and corporate leaders to promote pathological greed, 

unrestrained capitalism and hate resulting in mass hunger and starvation, 

inadequate or absent health care systems and educational resources, as well as 

small and large conflicts including war and genocides. 

Kenneth Moyer, author of The Psychobiology of Aggression (Harper & Row, 1976) 

identified seven circuits for mediating different kinds of aggression in the human 

brain. 

1) Predation: A cross-species form of aggression, where predator stalks, 

leaps, kills and eats its prey. Capitalist driven aggression is predatory. 

2) Fear-induced: In mammals this is usually fear of a predator, or the 

approach of an outgroup member even of the same species (from a 

different herd of mammals for example), or the defensive aggression of 

prey. Herds will reliably come closer together to collectively defend 

themselves from predators and potential threats from an outgroup 

member of the same species. For thousands of years human politicians 

have used this mammalian instinct to foster group unity. “They,” the 

predator or out group member, “are out to get us! We must come together 

for our common cause! Rally around the flag! Hate them! Kill them!”  

3) Inter-male: This is aggression that is meant to protect territory or 

establish dominance. “This is MY tribe’s hunting forest!” And, “Who is 

going to bring the hottest cheerleader home on Friday night?” Please recall 

evolution is guided by 1) endo-adaption (adapting to environmental 

changes) and 2) reproduction. Thus, bringing the hottest cheerleader home 

on Friday night appears critically important to most high school men even 

in a modern context with contraception and abortion as viable methods to 

prevent “unwanted” reproduction. In most cases in mammalian packs and 

herds, intermale aggression is usually not deadly, but in humans it often 

is. This has become a significant cause of aggression between tribes in 

contemporary society. For example, the huge refugee populations from 

Euro-American wars that European nations have been forced  to accept, 

often are hated by the fathers of desirable daughters, not because of who 

they are, but rather because they are from a different “herd,” or “pack.” 

They look, sound, and smell “different,” and this is not agreeable at all to 

many or most of those fathers. White nationalism is often promoted by this 
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mechanism buried deep in the human midbrain where mammalian 

neurological-hormonal circuity resides.  

4) Pain-induced: A classic example of pain induced aggression was 

reproduced in a series of classic psychology experiments. Two rats are 

placed in a cage with an wire floor, and then administered a powerful 

shock simultaneously. They then immediately attacked each other. This 

same reflect can be triggered when two or more people are forced into an 

extremely stressful situations together, for example a married couple 

having money problems. The classic foot shock experiments started by 

Ulrich and Azrin (1962) illustrate this point. They took two lab rats, put 

them in a cage with an electric floor and then gave them both an electrical 

shock. What happened? They attacked each other. 

Also see: Robert J. Sbordone and John Garcia, On the generalizability of 

shock-elicited aggressive behavior in rats, Bulletin of the Psychonomic 

Society 1978. Vol. 12 (5). 372-374, 

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.3758/BF03329711.pdf   

This is also probably also related to the “crabs in a bucket” phenomenon. 

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Crabs%20in%20a

%20Bucket  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-neurochemical-

self/201903/when-others-hold-you-back  

5) Sex-related: refers to specific behavioral rituals which occur during 

mating, such as a praying mantis female biting the head off of a male 

during mating; dogs often or usually fight before mating, and so on.  

6) Maternal: Female defends the nest/her young, tries to distract the 

predator away from the nest. The law here is do not even approach a 

mom’s baby or kid(s) without permission. This may be the most violent 

form of human aggression.  

7) Instrumental: Learned aggression, such as war, where soldiers don’t 

want to eat the enemy, prizefighters don’t necessarily want to copulate 

with their opponent’s mate, and attack dogs follow specific commands and 

usually don’t eat or copulate with their targets. 

Ever since the 1950s and rise of factorial analysis in statistics psychologists have 

known that most behaviors are multi-causally determined. And yet, given the 

amount of research that has gone into each of the above forms of aggression, it is 

entirely possible the elicitation of any one or cluster of the above can be done with 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1404196
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.3758/BF03329711.pdf
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Crabs%20in%20a%20Bucket
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Crabs%20in%20a%20Bucket
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-neurochemical-self/201903/when-others-hold-you-back
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/your-neurochemical-self/201903/when-others-hold-you-back
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ease by those with access to that research and the motivation possibly in the 

absence of environmental cues… To suggest that the “Intelligence Community” or 

DoD could engage in such research is hardly far-fetched. To the contrary, to 

suggest that they would not is far-fetched. 

Fortunately, analysis of the  Greed - Hate Disorder and its constituent parts is 

comparatively relatively easy.  

The next critically question is how to humanistically  treat the happily afflicted 

capitalists and their minions in the Euro-American political-military-industrial-

media-university-medical-psychiatric and psychological domains? 

The politics and economics of promoting hate and war to support pathological 

greed 

The Greed-Hate Disorder (GHD) is a component of what western leaders have 

considered sound economic policy for at least the past 900 years. 

Crusades (1095 and 1291) 

“As reward for taking part in the siege of Acre in 1100, for 

instance, the newly arrived Venetians were promised a 

church and market square in every city captured by the 

Crusaders, as well as one-third of all the plunder taken from 

the enemy and immunity from all taxes. It was the perfect 

example of what one scholar has termed the classic Venetian 

blend of “piety and greed.”   

The Silk Roads, A new History of the World, by Peter Frankopan, 

Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 2016, p. 137 

Afrikan slavery in the US South 

“If the Confederacy had been a separate nation, it would have 

ranked as the fourth richest in the world at the start of the 

Civil War. The slave economy had been very good to 

American prosperity. By the start of the war, the South was 

producing 75 percent of the world’s cotton and creating more 

millionaires per capita in the Mississippi River valley than 

anywhere in the nation. Enslaved workers represented 

Southern planters’ most significant investment—and the bulk 

of their wealth.” https://www.history.com/news/slavery-

profitable-southern-economy  

https://www.history.com/news/slavery-profitable-southern-economy
https://www.history.com/news/slavery-profitable-southern-economy
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The US 1840s 

“Presidential Power and National Violence: (American 

President 1845 to 1849) James K. Polk's Rhetorical Transfer of 

Savagery, by Stephen J. Heidt  

“President James Knox Polk is often lauded for his 

achievements as president, including the territorial 

acquisition of the western portion of the nation. Critical 

attention to this legacy mostly focuses on his rhetorical 

strategy for putting the nation into war with Mexico.  

“To date, no studies focus on Polk’s rhetorical strategy for 

ending the war. In this article, I examine Polk’s end-of war 

rhetoric, attending to his rationalizations for exiting the war, 

his justification for resuming diplomatic relations with 

Mexico, and his identification of a new enemy requiring 

presidential and national attention.  

“I argue that Polk’s pivot from Mexicans to Indians 

rhetorically transferred tropes of savagery to Indians, 

reenergized violence against Indians, and facilitated the 

institutionalization of management of Indian affairs via the 

creation of the Department of the Interior.  

“I conclude that rhetorical critics should closely attend to the 

way end-of-war rhetoric enables presidents to transition from 

one enemy to another while reaping institutional benefits.” 

Rhetoric & Public Affairs, Vol. 19, Number 3, Fall 2016, pp. 365-

396 

In regards to the Civil War: 

“The war sparked an interest in science. The telegraph, the 

sewing machine, vulcanized rubber, the mechanization of 

agriculture and the introduction of ready-made clothing and 

shoes fueled the widespread impression that this was the age 

of invention. Science and scientific inquiry, efficiency and 

professionalism all received boosts from the war effort. 

Venerable Harvard modified its classical education and 

introduced the nation’s first science curriculum before the 

war ended.” 

https://www.historynet.com/war-good-business.htm  

https://www.historynet.com/war-good-business.htm
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“The targets of Anglo-American racism went through an 

evolution, as Germans became the primary target of hatred 

due to WWI.  Mexican racism peaked before receding; white 

Europeans saw racism in areas like Alaska, and black 

Americans saw relations deteriorate due to economic and 

social issues culminating in the 1919 Red Summer race riots. 

The fear of communism still bubbled beneath the surface as 

those suspected were blacklisted or suffered other social 

consequences.  This second high point took place through the 

late 1940’s into the 1950’s under the direction of Senator 

Joseph McCarthy.  Like Palmer, eventually the public and 

government turned on him and the discrediting ruined any 

political ambitions.”  

https://scholars.fhsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4177

&context=theses   

The US economy was slow to recover after the debacle of the 1929 stock market 

crash, and it wasn’t until WWII that the industry really started rolling again. By 

the end of the war the US was the world’s dominant superpower and economy 

and only days after WWII ended the US turned its war planes against its former 

allies in China who were fighting with them against the Japanese, the Communists, 

and the Cold War started. 

In its 245 year history the US has only had 15 years of peace, and every one of those 

conflicts was justified by manufactured hate.  

Consequently, the American people have had their minds poisoned by ethnic and 

political hate propaganda for most of the past 245 years to justify all those wars 

and thus it is hardly surprising that the USA remains today a warlike nation that 

incites wars, blames the victims, and profits from the slaughter. 

The fabrications the US government spreads through its corporate owned news 

media to manufacture that hate are usually transparent to real investigative 

journalists working for the alternative news (alt-news) media. Most US 

government smear campaigns include sexual fabrications such as in Libya and 

Xinjiang, China, however solid evidence is always lacking and traces back to one 

or more American government funded sources.  

The “Joint Statement” below is real; however, I added the Kung Fu Panda poster 

for comic relief from the ominous tone of the glaringly sociopathic letter. 

https://scholars.fhsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4177&context=theses
https://scholars.fhsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=4177&context=theses
https://medium.com/traveling-through-history/only-15-years-of-peace-in-the-history-of-the-united-states-of-america-c479193df79f
https://techstartups.com/2020/09/18/6-corporations-control-90-media-america-illusion-choice-objectivity-2020/
https://techstartups.com/2020/09/18/6-corporations-control-90-media-america-illusion-choice-objectivity-2020/
https://thegreatlinking.org/alt-news/
https://whowhatwhy.org/2011/06/11/did-qaddafi-really-order-mass-rapes-or-is-the-west-falling-victim-to-a-viagra-strength-scam/
https://thegrayzone.com/2021/02/22/democracy-nows-china-state-departments-cold-war/
https://thegrayzone.com/2021/02/18/us-media-reports-chinese-genocide-relied-on-fraudulent-far-right-researcher/
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The above letter is a clear “chest beating” display as per gorilla dominance 

displays. It’s also classic display of either paranoid delusions or political 

brinksmanship or both. 

Implanting the hate virus in the minds of Euro-American populations helps in the 

build up to and rationalization for wars that are profitable. War also helps reduce 

large pockets of poverty in the attacking home nation. Some of the poor get killed 

off in wars, others at least have a job and still others strike it rich. Defense industry 

and other military support industries (like uniform, transportation vehicles, and 

communication equipment manufacturers) make “a killing” (vast fortunes) 

leading up to and during wars.  

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/industries/industrial-products/industrial-insights/aerospace-and-defense-industry-record-revenues-profits-2018.html
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Euro-American mass media programming people to hate and kill 

 

Depiction of The Death of Jane McCrea, painted in 1804 by John Vanderlyn,  Public Domain 

The above painting is one classic example of how to manufacture consent for 

hatred although that manufacturing process can take many forms with some 

appearing quite innocent on the surface. 

 

https://www.themoviedb.org/t/p/w1280/sh

8QeatbQfXqaVqEf3OT755Uk4j.jpg  

The Adventures of Rocky and Bullwinkle Show was an American cartoon series 

aired from November 19, 1959 to June 27, 1964 on ABC and NBC TV networks. 

Bulwinkle was a funny lovable naive moose. Rocky was a very cute and clever 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Death_of_Jane_McCrea_John_Vanderlyn_1804_crop.jpg
https://www.themoviedb.org/t/p/w1280/sh8QeatbQfXqaVqEf3OT755Uk4j.jpg
https://www.themoviedb.org/t/p/w1280/sh8QeatbQfXqaVqEf3OT755Uk4j.jpg
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flying squirrel. The antagonists were two pathetically stupid Russian characters 

named Boris and Natasha, who were not attractive either. Thus, American youth 

were programmed from earliest childhood to dislike and disparage Russians.  

There are also lurid comic approaches to evoking hatred. 

 

https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/tra

veling/traveling-gallery.htm 

 

https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/tra

veling/traveling-gallery.htm 

And just plain lurid. 

 

https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/tra

veling/traveling-gallery.htm 

https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
https://www.ferris.edu/HTMLS/news/jimcrow/traveling/traveling-gallery.htm
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Even today most American movie and TV shows still put black men into 

stereotypic roles. 

Media Portrayals and Black Male Outcomes 

“From the perspective of most scholars who focus on the 

topic, there is a clear causal story that links media 

representations of black men and boys to real-world 

outcomes. The story can be summarized as follows: 

“For various reasons, media of all types collectively offer a 

distorted representation of the lives and reality of black 

males. 

“In turn, media consumption negatively affects the public’s 

understandings and attitudes related to black males 

(sometimes including the understandings and attitudes of 

black males themselves) 

“Finally, these distorted understandings and attitudes 

towards black males lead to negative real-world 

consequences for them…” 

https://www.opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-

publications/media-representations-impact-black-

men/media-portrayals  

The internet site https://www.spyculture.com reveals that the American CIA and 

Department of Defense are funding and having input on more of Hollywood’s 

movies and the viewing than  most people realize. Media consumers are being 

programmed to worship the cultures of the American military-industrial complex 

and the warrior-God-king ethos.  

The movie 300 and its sequel are brilliant in many ways yet fail to do justice to the 

Greco-Persian Wars and erroneously teach it was an attack specifically against 

democracy as compared to the ordinary expansion of an empire rolling over 

whatever was in its way, which indeed it was for a very long time. Naturally the 

Persians appear monstrously ugly and the Greek Spartans at least as generally 

quite handsome, even the women. 

If one types “Islamic terrorism” into Google’s search engine 42 million links 

appear which is really quite remarkable considering Muslims are forbidden to 

attack innocents and thus there are no Islamic terrorists whatsoever (zero) and 

never were. Increasing percentages of all media are forming monstrous 

https://www.opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-publications/media-representations-impact-black-men/media-portrayals
https://www.opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-publications/media-representations-impact-black-men/media-portrayals
https://www.opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-publications/media-representations-impact-black-men/media-portrayals
https://www.spyculture.com/
https://www.penfield.edu/webpages/jgiotto/onlinetextbook.cfm?subpage=1636176
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stereotypes, driving bigger and sharper wedges between people and promoting 

endless war and aggression. 

[Why can’t Hollywood make more movies and TV shows about great scientists, 

artists and sports heroes who each fought battles just as dramatic and heart 

rending as any war to reach transcendent levels in their fields? Answer: The 

conquest orientation of rabid and rapacious unrestrained corporate capitalism.] 

Trump loves saying “radical Islamic terrorism.” He has a 

tough time with “white supremacy.” By Zack Beauchamp 

Aug 14, 2017 

https://www.vox.com/world/2017/8/14/16143634/trump

-charlottesville-white-supremacy-terrorism-islamism 

Promoting the hate virus is easy and takes advantage of a lot of ancient 

electrical/hormonal circuitry mostly located in the human midbrain. 

Male dominance hierarchies and herd instincts 

Some kinds of human aggression such as male dominance hierarchy structures are 

hard-wired into male mammals’ brains and expressed in rituals. Many or most 

boys want to be like the alpha monkey and other boys have to ritually bend over 

and be ritually mounted so-as the alpha monkey’s dominance is assured, or a fight 

will break out.  

Those circuits in passed on in the DNA and  reside the midbrain (“old emotional 

brain,” also called the “limbic system”), but “sleep” until woken by environment 

in one way or another. 

Fortunately, other learning can over-ride those primitive aggression instincts, but 

that only happens in rare circumstances like the need for the tribe to act as one for 

example when confronted by a particularly atrocious predator. “Sorry, there’s no 

time to hate you now, even if you won’t bend over for me.”  

Military organizations are all about dominance hierarches, but instead of bending 

over for ritual mounting, junior officers and rank and file soldiers must salute 

senior officers. The President as Commander and Chief of all the armed forces is 

the Super-Alpha primate. Everyone must salute him or her or whatever.  

Dominance, power and politics in non-human primates are rather similar to 

humans after-all. 

“In describing challenges for the alpha position among 

male chimpanzees Mahale, Nishida and Hosaka (1996) also 

stressed the complexity and flexibility of alliance formation 

https://www.vox.com/world/2017/8/14/16143634/trump-charlottesville-white-supremacy-terrorism-islamism
https://www.vox.com/world/2017/8/14/16143634/trump-charlottesville-white-supremacy-terrorism-islamism
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strategies and the varied ways in which males use social 

resources like grooming and meat sharing to maintain 

alliances and referred to such behavior as political (cf. 

Mitani and Watts 2001; Watts 2002; Mitani 2006). Duffy et 

al. (2007) characterized the Kanyawara alpha male’s 

selective tolerance of his allies mating behavior in exchange 

for coalitionary support as a political tactic from which all 

parties benefited, despite potential tradeoffs (less than 

maximum mating monopolization vs. prolonged tenure as 

alpha; additional current mating opportunities vs. 

foregone attempt to challenge for the alpha position).” 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337935110_Do

minance_Power_and_Politics_in_Nonhuman_and_Human_

Primates  

In-group – out-group herd/tribe perceptions and behaviors 

“There  is  increasing  neuroscientific  evidence  that  people  

process  information  from  ingroup and  outgroup  members  

in  a  different  way... Biases  toward  outgroup members affect 

perceptions, attitudes and behaviors. As such, the whole 

brain can be involved in ingroup bias processes but specific 

patterns depend on which modality is involved 

(Molenberghs,2013).  To  better  understand  and  predict  

ingroup  biases,  and  how  they  can  lead  to  ingroup 

favoritism  and  intergroup  violence,  it  is  critical  to  build  

better  multidisciplinary  psychological moral  models  that  

are  grounded  in  biological  reality  (Van  Bavel  et  al.,  2015).  

This  requires  a multidisciplinary integration of information 

from evolutionary theory, psychology, political science and 

neuroscience (Decety et al., 2017). The aim of this review is to 

provide an overview of some the most important insights 

from fMRI studies into biased processing of ingroup and 

outgroup members, to better understand ingroup bias... 

“Functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging  studies  have  

revealed different  neural  responses  to  perceiving  faces  of  

ingroup  and outgroup  members...  For  example,  

Cunningham  et  al. (2004)  found  that  when  Caucasian  

participants  watched  Black and  White  faces  that  were  

presented  very  briefly  (i.e.,  30  ms, so  that  they  were  barely  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337935110_Dominance_Power_and_Politics_in_Nonhuman_and_Human_Primates
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337935110_Dominance_Power_and_Politics_in_Nonhuman_and_Human_Primates
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337935110_Dominance_Power_and_Politics_in_Nonhuman_and_Human_Primates
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a  flash  on  the  screen),  they  showed increased  activation  

in  the  amygdala  in  response  to  the  Black faces (which was 

interpreted as an increased emotional response for  outgroup  

faces).  However,  this  effect  disappeared  when  the pictures  

were  presented  for  a  longer  time  so  that  they  were clearly  

visible  (i.e.,  525  ms).  In  addition,  the  prefrontal  cortex was  

more  active  for  White  faces  compared  to  Black  faces  in 

this  condition.  The  authors  suggested  that  the  longer  

stimulus presentation in this latter condition, allowed the 

participants to regulate  the  automatic  implicit  amygdala  

bias  observed  in  the former condition through increased 

prefrontal cortex activation, because participants did not 

want to be biased, or perceived as biased (Cunningham et al., 

2004)...” 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6174241

/pdf/fpsyg-09-01868.pdf  

Herd instincts even in humans are hardwired into the midbrain (as per amygdala 

above). Mammal herds can smell or otherwise identify a predator or any “outsider” 

and will reliably come closer together to defend itself against non-herd members 

even when of the same species. “You are different. Bad. Go away or we will attack 

and kill you.” It’s not complicated.  

And, like the male dominance hierarchy structures in the brain, in-group out-

group circuits have to be stimulated by the environment (learned in some way) to 

be “activated,” or woken. Also, like male dominance structures they can be 

overridden by other learning. “Yeah, you may be different, but we can use some 

extra hooves and horns right now, so welcome to the herd!” 

Unfortunately, the American Intelligence Community appears to be in the 

business of “retribalizing” everyone so that tribal differentiation (race, religion, 

gender, gender orientation, etc.) is far greater than intergroup affiliations so as no 

groups can merge to present competition to the military-intelligence-industrial-

media-university-complex. Even some liberal whites are excluded from some 

Black Lives Matters groups and there’s been a flurry of minority only events and 

groups being formed at prestigious organizations. 

Critical Race Theory  

…appears to be a clever way to further divide people, in this writer’s opinion. 

Critical race theory emphasizes race above and beyond all other human 

characteristics, which seems a bit odd given that the (feminists taught me that the) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6174241/pdf/fpsyg-09-01868.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6174241/pdf/fpsyg-09-01868.pdf
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first prejudice most people learn is sexism, probably followed by agism, bias 

against those thought to be unattractive, etc. Simultaneously racial prejudice has 

been a very profitable characteristic of most civilizations probably going back to 

ancient Sumer (4500 BCE – c. 1900 BCE). On the other hand, sexual dimorphism is 

much older. 

Humans today display relatively limited sexual dimorphism 

(≈15%), whereas some of the other hominoids (gorillas and 

orangutans) are highly dimorphic (>50%). Comparisons of 

body mass in fossil hominids reveal that general levels of 

dimorphism have likely remained more or less the same for 

most of the evolution of Homo, or most of the last two million 

years to the present (9). In hominids predating Homo, namely 

the multiple species of Australopithecus, the consensus 

among paleoanthropologists that has emerged over the last 

two decades is that pre-Homo species are characterized by 

high levels of sexual dimorphism.  

https://www.pnas.org/content/100/16/9103    

To be fair to the Critical Race Theorists however, one needs to ask the question, 

what happened to Neanderthal? The answer? Look in a mirror. 

Humans and Neanderthals Kept Breeding—and Breeding—

for Ages - Modern humans and Neanderthals commingled at 

many points in history, raising the possibility that the ancient 

hominins were just another version of us. 

https://www.wired.com/story/humans-neanderthals-

interbreeding/  

Still, most modern humans only have a small percentage of neanderthal and/or 

Denisovan DNA. 

The genetic fingerprints of this mixing remain apparent in 

many populations today. Roughly two percent of the 

genomes of Europeans and Asians are Neanderthal. Asians 

also carry additional Denisovan DNA, up to 6 percent in 

Melanesians. But Afrikan populations seemed to have 

largely been left out of this genetic shakeup. Now a study, 

published this week in Cell, presents a striking find: Modern 

Afrikan populations carry more snippets of Neanderthal 

DNA than once thought, about a third of the amount the 

team identified for Europeans and Asians. What’s more, the 

https://www.pnas.org/content/100/16/9103
https://www.wired.com/story/humans-neanderthals-interbreeding/
https://www.wired.com/story/humans-neanderthals-interbreeding/
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model suggests that Neanderthal ancestry in Europeans has 

also been slightly underestimated. 

Asians also carry additional Denisovan DNA, up to 6 percent 

in Melanesians.  

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/mo

re-neanderthal-dna-than-you-think  

Which goes to show we are all a bunch of mutts. The question is, are we modern 

humans also a bunch of murderous nuts killing off Neanderthal for example? 

Neanderthals may have died out due to sheer bad luck 

Updated, November 28, 2019  

“Neanderthals lived in Europe and Asia for hundreds of 

thousands of years. However, their population was always 

small, probably just a few thousand, and they died out about 

40,000 years ago. 

“This allowed the researchers to track three processes that 

they believe made the Neanderthals vulnerable. The first is 

inbreeding, which can lead to a build-up of harmful 

mutations. “In a small population, the chances you mate with 

a relative are higher,” says Vaesen. 

“The second is a phenomenon called the Allee effect. “If 

you’re in a small population, you have higher problems with 

finding a suitable mate,” says Vaesen, simply because you 

won’t have many options. Finally, there is random chance: for 

instance, unusually high death rates in a single year. For a 

small and isolated population, one bad year can be 

catastrophic.” 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2225123-

neanderthals-may-have-died-out-due-to-sheer-bad-luck   

That seems a bit weak. So, I researched if monkeys exhibit jealousy. And, the 

answer appears to be yes. So a theory of Neanderthal going extinct due to bad luck 

isn’t the only theory. Given that they mated with humans, it is entirely possible 

early humans were jealous, and did murder the last of the Neanderthal.  

In spite of that possible argument for “speciesism,” (as compared to racism) sexual 

dimorphism is still older, and thus the feminists are probably right that the early 

learning of sexism “trumps” learning racism.  

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/more-neanderthal-dna-than-you-think
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/more-neanderthal-dna-than-you-think
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2225123-neanderthals-may-have-died-out-due-to-sheer-bad-luck
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2225123-neanderthals-may-have-died-out-due-to-sheer-bad-luck
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/10/171019134531.htm
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My bottom line on Critical Race Theory is this: 

 

Kadesh Peace Treaty (1269 BC) in the 1st Archaeological Museum, photo by G. Brundage  

 

The Kadesh Peace Treaty proves learning can overpower even ancient racial 

hatred and war. 

The American super-tribe alpha male attempting to assert dominance 

The above two behavior patterns (male dominance hierarchies and in-group/out-

group herd instincts) explain a lot of human behavior, international events and 

news stories. Take the first news story I read this morning (June 10, 2021). 

‘I’ll let him know what I want him to know’: Biden shoots 

‘warning’ at Putin ahead of meeting, June 9, 2021 

“In a statement construed by some as a “warning,” President 

Biden kicked off his first foreign trip as US leader by 

announcing that he was heading to meet Russian President 

Vladimir Putin to “let him know what I want him to know.” 

Biden touched down in the UK on Wednesday, ahead of a 

meeting with Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Thursday and 

the start of the G7 summit on Friday. His schedule in the 

coming days is a busy one. From the G7 in Cornwall, Biden 

will travel to Brussels for a NATO summit and then to 

Switzerland in a week’s time to meet his Russian counterpart.” 

https://www.rt.com/usa/526143-biden-putin-warning-

meeting  

https://www.rt.com/usa/526143-biden-putin-warning-meeting
https://www.rt.com/usa/526143-biden-putin-warning-meeting
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That short paragraph is loaded with monkey business. 

In the first sentence of the above article, it is reported that President Biden is 

engaging in a verbal form of male dominance assertion/gesturing, rather like the 

gorilla chest beating display. “I am the alpha gorilla,” he pointedly tells Russian 

President Putin via reporters. “I will let him know what I want him to know.”  

And given President Putin’s lack of response, he will probably endeavor to resist 

“taking the bait,” preferring to play the role of diplomat/mature adult and 

possibly think: “Poor old Joe, sitting at the helm of his sinking ship and beating 

his chest. Best to let him revel in his fantasies of grandeur for as long as they last.” 

Simultaneously all of the “real American” patriots feel very reassured by President 

Biden’s display of dominance over the dreaded Russian and his tribe. “Our tribe 

is the dominant tribe,” they chatter to each other. They feel very good about 

themselves and sleep much better after reading that.  

The second and third sentences reassures Americans that the awesome President 

Biden, the Super-Chief-Alpha-Dominant gorilla is really busy asserting his 

dominance everywhere. After President Biden puts President Putin in his 

(subordinate) place in the newspaper, the dominant American President Biden is 

on his way to the G7 meeting in Cornwall, UK, before heading to Brussels for a 

NATO summit and then to Switzerland to confront that Russian Putin in person! 

Wow! 

That sentence is loaded with reassurances for Americans that President Biden is – 

like the great King Kong himself – Lord and Master of the world. This is the level 

of “dumbed-down” to which President Biden’s speech writers think the average 

American voter has fallen, and they may be right.  

One might wonder if all the monkey business in that paragraph and President 

Biden’s first Big Trip as President is a symptom of a mental illness. That’s difficult 

to say, however it would be nice if American presidents (and the Congress and 

Senate and the speech writers and press secretary) could learn to play nicely with 

people from other nations, rather than chest beating and issuing statements 

asserting they wish to destroy them. If that article doesn’t directly imply mental 

illness, it does at minimum demonstrate immaturity and insecurity. 

The G7 Alpha Super-Tribe 

The Group of Seven (G7) referred to in the above short paragraph is a club of 

wealthy (read: debt ridden) democracies (not really because corporate owned 

media really selects the candidates) consisting of  United States, United Kingdom, 

France, Germany, Italy, Canada, and Japan. Five of them got wealthy from 

colonialism. They are all white of course, except for Japan but the Japanese learned 
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their lesson in WWII and will always kowtow to the great dominant Americans 

now so they are no threat, and they’re rich too, so welcome to the club! Besides 

they colonialized parts of China for a while, so they are doubly AOK! 

Collectively those seven countries own 62% of the global net wealth – or a total of 

$280 trillion. The US, UK and France are still colonial powers in Afrika, Latin 

America and parts of Asia. Crime does pay well.  

In comparison total net wealth of Afrika is a paltry US$2.2 trillion (2019). The G7 

nations have very few natural resources, yet own more than 100 times the wealth 

of Afrika which has enormous natural resources and 54 countries. Likewise, Afrika 

is larger than the USA and western Europe put together. So, the alpha gorillas at 

the G7 meeting really are like the Gods(!), they think.  

Because the USA is THE alpha male of all the world, all the other G7 presidents 

and prime ministers will bend over so he can, one by one, ritually mount them.  

All the real American male patriots drool at that kind of dominance! Wow! How 

exciting! Their own lives may be pathetic, but they can voyeuristically enjoy 

President Biden’s supreme power over everyone. 

At this meeting the alpha white male leaders from the richest alpha white nations 

will get together in Switzerland – like the Gods on Mt. Olympus - and plot how to 

destroy the wicked Chinese who are believed to be plotting to take over world and 

sterilizing and raping poor Muslims in Xinjiang, they murmur in fake sympathy 

perhaps forgetting for a moment that it’s all manufactured lies, “strategic 

disinformation“ and it is the US that has killed literally millions of Muslims in Iraq, 

Afghanistan, Syria, Libya, Iran, etc.  

Beijing’s response to the Big Gorilla7 meeting is as follows: 

“Beijing has dismissed the notion that G7 nations can chart 

the trajectory of global affairs, arguing that decision-making 

by small clubs has been replaced by genuine multilateralism. 

Washington has described the Group of Seven summit in 

Cornwall, southwestern England, as an opportunity to 

reinforce the so-called “rules-based international system” – 

an assertion that China disputes.  

“We always believe that countries, big or small, strong or 

weak, poor or rich, are equals, and that world affairs should 

be handled through consultation by all countries. The days 

when global decisions were dictated by a small group of 

countries are long gone,” a spokesman for the Chinese 

https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/g7-countries
https://www.afrasiabank.com/en/about/newsroom/africa-wealth-report-2019
https://news.gallup.com/poll/337457/new-high-perceptions-china-greatest-enemy.aspx
https://www.aljazeera.com/program/the-listening-post/2018/12/22/noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent-revisited
https://thegrayzone.com/2021/02/18/us-media-reports-chinese-genocide-relied-on-fraudulent-far-right-researcher/
https://thegrayzone.com/2021/02/18/us-media-reports-chinese-genocide-relied-on-fraudulent-far-right-researcher/
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Embassy in London said on Saturday in response to the 

rhetoric coming from Cornwall.” 

https://www.rt.com/news/526428-china-g7-response/  

That’s won’t stop the G7 from having a good chest beating just the same and of 

course, plot to smash China in any way they can possibly imagine. “Though shall 

not challenge the authority of the Great Alpha Gorillas7(!) they chant in harmony. 

No doubt there will be delicious Swiss fondue and chocolates served by delightful 

young Swiss maidens to ensure everyone’s ego is well satisfied in spite of the 

whole ordeal of bending over for President Biden’s ritual mounting. They will 

unanimously denounce the uppity Chinese and cheer every bit of President 

Biden’s chest thumping as they plot China’s demise, and curse the horrid Russians 

as well because the Russians have a nuclear arsenal just a little bit bigger than the 

USA’s! Wicked, wicked Russians! Wicked, wicked Chinese!  

President Biden’s job is to get all the other six G7 leaders together to destroy the 

horrid Chinese and Russians. The G7 leaders are all rabid capitalists and are in a 

feverish tizzy thinking that China could in the future develop a larger economy 

than the USA and even worse, promote that unspeakably horrible 

political/economic policy of socialism! That, is an unforgivable sin to the richest 

capitalists in the world. Unforgivable! 

Just saying the word “CHINESE!” should trigger herd instincts in all the other six 

G7 members, because they see socialism challenging capitalism and that is good 

motivation to carve China up like a big juicy roast turkey. How salaciously 

delicious! Meat! 

Beatdown on China, launch B3W and SMOTHER the BRI! 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/526428-china-g7-response/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/america-evangelical-crusade-against-china-by-jeffrey-d-sachs-2020-08?barrier=accesspaylog
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2020/06/13/george-floyd-not-alone-dozens-said-cant-breathe-police-holds/3137373001/
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Besides the treacherous act of possibly in the future developing a GDP larger than 

the US, is the infamous act of building solidarity and doing business with other 

nations in the Global South that – like China – have been sacked and pillaged by 

those very Euro-Americans and Japan. There is nothing in the world, nothing – 

that the Crusader Clansmen hate more than China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 

which has established low-cost high-speed railway supply chains from China to 

Europe building infrastructure where needed and in Africa and Latin America.  

So, to put an end to this monkey business of China’s BRI, President Biden in 

conjunction with its G7 partners in innumerable colonial crimes over the past 500 

years, announced they are launching the Build Back Better World (B3W) 

Partnership to take the lead and “commit to concrete actions to help meet the 

tremendous infrastructure need in low- and middle-income countries.” 

Wow! Suddenly the great white colonial masters really care about the poorest 

countries on earth(!) (isn’t that nice?) at least to the extent it can be done to 

undermine China, accompanied by chest beating. 

 

A depiction of Europeans and Japanese strangling Chinese nationalism 

https://alphahistory.com/chineserevolution/foreign-imperialism-in-china/ 

This beatdown has to be particularly galling for China considering the history of 

an Eight Nation Alliance attack on and colonialization of China 121 years ago. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/06/12/fact-sheet-president-biden-and-g7-leaders-launch-build-back-better-world-b3w-partnership/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/06/12/fact-sheet-president-biden-and-g7-leaders-launch-build-back-better-world-b3w-partnership/
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Eight Nation Alliance in 1900 

The Eight-Nation Alliance (Chinese: 八国联军; pinyin: Bāguó 

Liánjūn) was an international coalition set up in response to 

the Boxer Rebellion by the nations of Japan, Russia, the British 

Empire, France, the United States, Germany, Italy and 

Austria-Hungary. The coalition launched what it saw as a 

humanitarian intervention and invaded Qing China; 

eventually relieving the Siege of the Legations in Beijing 

during the summer of 1900. 

http://www.self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/eight-

nation_alliance  

The colonialists called it a “humanitarian intervention” 

but it was in fact further colonialization of China to 

punish it for fighting back against colonialization.  

And now in another act of racist infamy the US is leading 

another gang of seven to attack China. 

If there are such things as ghosts, the G7 meeting was haunted.  

http://www.self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/eight-nation_alliance
http://www.self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/eight-nation_alliance
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On top is 8 nation alliance c. 1900, 

http://www.self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/eight-nation_alliance  

On bottom is G7 June 11, 2021, Photo AFP  

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3137082/g7-

leaders-turn-attention-china-summit-focus-shifts-foreign  

Note British are in the center of both photos. It would have been more 

appropriate if the G7 leaders could have been issued guns for that photo-op, or 

perhaps pitchforks to accentuate the real intent of the meeting in Cornwall. 

There are about 100 reasons B3W isn’t going to work out too well, but British 

writer and political analyst Tom Fowdy did a very nice job summarizing some of 

the major ones.  

Beatdown on China and Russia 

Just to make sure all the Europeans are on board, after October this year 

Germany’s reasonably humane Angela Merkel will probably be replaced by an 

American approved ethnonationalist right-wing hardliner. 

…The German Greens are leading in the polls, heading into 

Germany's federal elections in September. So Chancellor 

http://www.self.gutenberg.org/articles/eng/eight-nation_alliance
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3137082/g7-leaders-turn-attention-china-summit-focus-shifts-foreign
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3137082/g7-leaders-turn-attention-china-summit-focus-shifts-foreign
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526520-g7-china-belt-road-rival/
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Angela Merkel may even be replaced by the Greens’ 

candidate Annalena Baerbock. However, the last time I 

looked, the German Greens were calling for a rewrite of the 

UN Charter to take away Russia and China's power to veto 

wars proposed by the US and its European allies on the UN 

Security Council. https://blackagendareport.com/german-

greens-crusade-usnato-wars  

At first that seems like a shocker, but after a little thought its probably not that 

surprising either. Will it work? No. The G7 appears to be living in its own opium 

induced dream world.  

Post G7 Meeting update June 14, 2021 and meat 

Hot topics put on back burner as G7 is sucked into 

interminable Brexit row and summit descends into 

simmering row over sausages, by Damian Wilson 

“Tempers flare over Brexit and a beach barbecue dominates 

the sidelines, as UK officials target the ‘offensive’ EU while 

the rest of the world mulls how to outspend China’s Belt and 

Road Initiative and save the planet... 

“And while those issues were addressed, what dominated the 

summit was the weeping sore of Brexit, the ridiculous 

‘sausage wars’ that bedevil the chances of the UK and the 

European Union ever reaching final agreement on the British 

decision to leave the trading bloc... 

“The [BRI] initiative is China’s global goodwill policy aimed 

at providing finance to build railways, roads, ports and even 

sports stadiums in nations across the world – albeit at a price. 

Many of its efforts have been branded as debt diplomacy. 

“Now, the G7 leaders are saying they’re prepared to pull the 

same trick and likewise claim it’s a force for good. The only 

problem is it’s not quite clear who’s going to pick up the bill. 

Germany? USA? Anyone? Hello...?” 

https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526470-brexit-g7-sausages-

summit  

Clearly the current G7 leaders didn’t become the leaders of the richest nations in 

the world based on intelligence. Furthermore, though they managed to share meat, 

(as that’s what people cook at barbecues), they also had a big row (argument) 

https://blackagendareport.com/german-greens-crusade-usnato-wars
https://blackagendareport.com/german-greens-crusade-usnato-wars
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526470-brexit-g7-sausages-summit
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526470-brexit-g7-sausages-summit
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about sausages (meat). Intent on beating China, they’re going to magically start 

helping infrastructure building in developing nations, but forgot their rich friends 

grabbed up all the money already and all their nations are deeply in debt despite 

being the richest nations on earth.  

With the money spent on their self-aggrandizing G7 meeting they could have 

saved the lives of 10,000 starving people; not one day death toll in a world where 

25,000 starve to death every day, but a huge difference to those who’s lives could 

have been saved, but weren’t.  

Despite remarkable progress, 15,000 children and 800 women 

still die every day mostly of preventable or treatable causes, 

by Emi Suzuki Haruna Kashiwase, September 19, 2019 

https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/despite-

remarkable-progress-15000-children-and-800-women-still-

die-every-day-mostly  

 Global Report on Food Crises - 5 May 2021 

The 2021 Global Report on Food Crises (GRFC 2021) 

highlights the remarkably high severity and numbers of 

people in Crisis or worse (IPC/CH Phase 3 or above) or 

equivalent in 55 countries/territories, driven by persistent 

conflict, pre-existing and COVID-19-related economic shocks, 

and weather extremes. The number identified in the 2021 

edition is the highest in the report’s five-year existence. The 

report is produced by the Global Network against Food 

Crises (which includes WFP), an international alliance 

working to address the root causes of extreme hunger.  

https://www.wfp.org/publications/global-report-food-

crises-2021  

It is presumed the topics of starvation and deaths by preventable disease were not 

discussed at the G7 Meeting, because the starving and dying children are “out-

group” mostly in Afrika, the Middle East and Latin America. If they were white 

children in the USA or Western Europe, things would have been a lot different 

(unless they were Muslim). 

President Biden and NATO – The army without a cause 

After the big G7 greed and hate meeting, President Biden then flew to Brussels for 

the NATO summit. NATO is the remnants of the crusader army from the 13th 

Century, believe it or not, all pumped up on egoids (ego+steroids) and 

https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/losing-25000-hunger-every-day
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/despite-remarkable-progress-15000-children-and-800-women-still-die-every-day-mostly
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/despite-remarkable-progress-15000-children-and-800-women-still-die-every-day-mostly
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/despite-remarkable-progress-15000-children-and-800-women-still-die-every-day-mostly
https://www.wfp.org/publications/global-report-food-crises-2021
https://www.wfp.org/publications/global-report-food-crises-2021
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brandishing the best most modern weapons. They’re all quivering with hope they 

can launch some crusade soon because they’ve got all those expensive weapons 

and nobody to kill at the moment. They were hoping alpha leader President Biden 

would point them in the right direction, with Russia being the most probable 

target because it’s almost next to Europe anyways and they can drive their tanks 

there conveniently. President Biden’s family has investments in Ukraine however, 

so he doesn’t really want a war there now. So unfortunately, all NATO could do 

at the meeting was saber rattle at China. 

President Biden was very polite to his NATO allies because he needs a big crusader 

army to assure the increasingly impoverished and divided American public that 

the USA really is still very, very powerful – the global male alpha gorilla - and 

even has a huge European auxiliary crusader army at its side ready to crush 

anyone that doesn’t bend over for ritual American mounting.  

Key NATO members France and UK have nuclear weapons and when added to 

American nuclear weapons outnumber Russia’s nuclear weapons unless one adds 

China’s nuclear weapons to Russia’s nuclear weapons and its really all about 

whose pencil is longer anyways because a real thermonuclear war could kill 

everyone on earth just the same.  

Unfortunately, the American leadership for the past long time appears ready to 

risk species extinction to maintain western Euro-American alpha gorilla status on 

planet earth forever. And, worse still, President Biden is the perfect guy for the job, 

because he’s 78 years old and any mistakes he makes, like starting WWIII can be 

blamed on his age, rather than criminal greed, unjustifiable hate, and/or collective 

American Alpha-Gorilla Status Criminal Insanity. 

On June 14 the NATO internet site announced: 

Leaders agree NATO 2030 agenda to strengthen the Alliance, 

14 Jun. 2021 

NATO leaders reaffirmed the Alliance’s dual-track approach 

of defence and dialogue towards Russia. They also pledged to 

continue to support NATO partners Ukraine and Georgia, 

bringing them closer to the Alliance… 

Leaders called on China to uphold its international 

commitments and to act responsibly in the international 

system. They agreed on the need to address the challenges 

posed by China’s growing influence and international 

policies, and to engage with China to defend NATO’s security 

interests… 

https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/Nuclearweaponswhohaswhat
https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/Nuclearweaponswhohaswhat
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"We have made important decisions today to make NATO 

stronger in a more competitive world,” stressed the Secretary 

General. 

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_184998.htm  

Interpreting that is not difficult. They intend to continue to provoke Russia as 

much as possible via East European Ukraine and West Asian Georgia, mostly by 

increased funding for their ethnonationalist neo-Nazi political parties, polishing 

their jackboots and promising delivery of massive weapons of mass destruction to 

their “friends,” AKA cannon fodder, AKA the unfortunate guys stuck in the 

middle of the New Cold War. 

As for Ukraine: 

• https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cohen-ukraine-commentary-

idUSKBN1GV2TY 

• https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/neo-nazis-far-right-

ukraine/ 

• https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-28329329 

• https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/rights-groups-demand-israel-

stop-arming-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-1.6248727 

And Georgia: 

• https://www.sv.uio.no/c-rex/english/news-and-events/right-

now/2019/georgia%E2%80%99s-emerging-far-right.html 

• https://osgf.ge/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Ultranationalist-

Narrative-of-Online-Groups-in-Georgia.pdf 

• https://oc-media.org/features/datablog-do-georgians-harbour-

ethnonationalist-sentiments/ 

• https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2021/country-chapters/georgia# 

• And so on. 

In regards to NATO’s June 14 statement, “Leaders called on China to uphold its 

international commitments and to act responsibly in the international system,” 

one can presume to match NATO’s proven standards, they are free to invade 

foreign counties and torture, rape and murder their leaders, as NATO did to Libya, 

and Muammar Muhammad al-Gaddafi in 2011,  as long as the target national 

leaders are at least nominally Muslim. 

NATO seems to have some kind of fixation with China these days, ominously 

warning of “China’s growing influence and international policies.” Yes, helping 

build infrastructure and giving away COVID-19 Personal Protective Equipment 

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_184998.htm
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cohen-ukraine-commentary-idUSKBN1GV2TY
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cohen-ukraine-commentary-idUSKBN1GV2TY
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/neo-nazis-far-right-ukraine/
https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/neo-nazis-far-right-ukraine/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-28329329
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/rights-groups-demand-israel-stop-arming-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-1.6248727
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/rights-groups-demand-israel-stop-arming-neo-nazis-in-the-ukraine-1.6248727
https://www.sv.uio.no/c-rex/english/news-and-events/right-now/2019/georgia%E2%80%99s-emerging-far-right.html
https://www.sv.uio.no/c-rex/english/news-and-events/right-now/2019/georgia%E2%80%99s-emerging-far-right.html
https://osgf.ge/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Ultranationalist-Narrative-of-Online-Groups-in-Georgia.pdf
https://osgf.ge/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Ultranationalist-Narrative-of-Online-Groups-in-Georgia.pdf
https://oc-media.org/features/datablog-do-georgians-harbour-ethnonationalist-sentiments/
https://oc-media.org/features/datablog-do-georgians-harbour-ethnonationalist-sentiments/
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2021/country-chapters/georgia
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(PPE) and vaccines to the world’s poorest counties is a terrible thing all Chinese 

everywhere should be ashamed of and NATO needs a lot more weapons to protect 

the world from such diabolical machinations. 

2021.06.15  Biden wants NATO to project the strength it 

doesn't have, by By Scott Ritter - Joe Biden travelled to 

Brussels riding the wave of his “America is back” mantra. Far 

from rebuilding the US-NATO relationship, he used NATO 

as a prop to help set the stage for his upcoming meeting with 

Vladimir Putin. - The United States is facing a perfect storm 

of crises of its own making. On the domestic front, the 

American democratic institution is collapsing under the 

weight of centuries of unresolved societal inequities that 

threaten to divide the country into two irreconcilable factions. 

Joe Biden is a veteran American politician who was part of the 

establishment which squandered the inheritance of wealth, 

prestige and power America had accumulated in the 

aftermath of the Second World War. He is the living 

embodiment of American political hubris, where words speak 

louder than results. As the senior Democrat in the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, he helped oversee the post-

Cold War physical expansion of NATO void of any existential 

reason for doing so. In this way he helped create the bloated 

edifice that exists today, 30 nations united in everything 

except a viable military alliance. He also helped frame the 

current poisonous situation with Russia, denigrating post-

Soviet Russia by supporting and sustaining the political 

career of Russian President Boris Yeltsin, and then expressing 

resentment when Vladimir Putin took over in the wake of 

Yeltsin’s physical, mental and moral collapse and refused to 

continue the Yeltsin policy of lying prostrate before the US 

and Europe... https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526642-biden-us-

nato-putin/  

Well written Mr. Ritter. 

https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526642-biden-us-nato-putin/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/526642-biden-us-nato-putin/
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President Biden’s Big Finale meeting with President Putin 

 

https://readatleicester.wordpress.com/2019/05/13/monty-python-and-the-holy-grail-1975/ 

 

And then after all that ritual mounting and Belgium chocolates and waffles served 

by delectable young Belgium maidens, President Biden flew back to Switzerland 

to assert his dominance over President Putin, who Americans have been told, 

thinks he can be the globally dominant gorilla, even if he – like the Chinese doesn’t 

have any such intentions whatsoever. 

Such things are politically contrived projections, spawned to inspire fear and 

hatred of “the others,” the strange ones, THEM! Such wonderful tools to jack up 

defense spending another notch! Starve the people, just build me more bombs(!)” 

the raving lunatics in DC, Langly and Downing St. proclaim. A mental illness?  

Can Biden trust Putin? From on-time arrivals to a slow start, 

takeaways from Geneva summit by Michael Collins, June 16, 

2021 

Biden said he stressed to Putin that “it’s clearly not in 

anybody’s interest – your country’s or mine – for us to be in a 

situation where we’re in a new Cold War.” 

"When grilled about human rights violations in Russia, Putin 

pointed the finger back at the U.S. and mentioned George 

Floyd’s death at the hands of police, the Black Lives Matter 

movement and “shootings and killings” on the streets of 

America “every single day.”“Is that human rights?” he asked. 

Asked about jailed Russian figure Alexei Nalvany, Putin 

suggested Nalvany had gotten what he deserved. Nalvany 
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knew he was a wanted criminal in Russia “but nevertheless 

he came back, and he deliberately wanted to be arrested.” 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/06

/16/geneva-summit-5-takeaways-biden-putins-person-

meeting/7698801002/  

So President Putin rebuffed the most aggressive jabs lightly and took it relatively 

easy on President Biden, which is obligatory with an older man. 

John Q. Public will never know the extent to which President Biden tried to appeal 

to President Putin’s whiteness, so they can gang up together against China but that 

was a no-go from the start. 

 

From the beginning it was extremely unlikely President Biden could really seduce 

President Putin into hating China, because the USA has again and again, and again, 

and again and again plotted against and attacked Russia, and everyone in the 

world knows one cannot trust any American leader, especially President Biden at 

all, anyways.  

The funniest moment of that “summit” happened as follows: 

America's Soup-Brained President Says the US Never 

Interferes in Other Countries' Elections by Caitlin Johnstone 

June 17, 2021   

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/06/16/geneva-summit-5-takeaways-biden-putins-person-meeting/7698801002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/06/16/geneva-summit-5-takeaways-biden-putins-person-meeting/7698801002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2021/06/16/geneva-summit-5-takeaways-biden-putins-person-meeting/7698801002/
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“…When AP's Jonathan Lemire asked the president of the 

most powerful government in the world what "consequences" 

he'd threatened the Russian leader with should the Kremlin 

interfere in US elections going forward, Biden meandered his 

way through one of his signature not-quite-lucid word salads, 

and then said the following: "Let’s get this straight: How 

would it be if the United States were viewed by the rest of the 

world as interfering with the elections directly of other 

countries, and everybody knew it?  What would it be like if 

we engaged in activities that he is engaged in?  It diminishes 

the standing of a country that is desperately trying to make 

sure it maintains its standing as a major world power." 

“The fact that the entire press corps did not erupt in side-

splitting laughter at this ridiculous utterance is in itself proof 

that western news media is pure propaganda. The United 

States has directly interfered in scores of foreign elections 

since it began its ascent to global domination at the end of the 

second World War, to say nothing of all the coups, color 

revolutions, proxy conflicts and regime change military 

invasions it has also participated in during that time. The US 

openly interfered in Russia's elections in the nineties, and 

literally just tried to stage a coup in Bolivia by interfering in 

its democratic process. The US is far and away the single most 

egregious offender in the world on this front, which is largely 

why it is perceived around the world as a greater threat to 

democracy than any other government...” 

https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/americas-soup-

brained-president-says  

What could President Putin do with the  super-alpha gorilla to keep him happy in 

his senescence? Gently remind him of rather obvious facts and otherwise amuse 

the old fellow, pass the time, and enjoy the Swiss chocolates, fondue and maidens!  

There’s no harm in that unless you’re a feminist in which case maidens should not 

be objectified alongside chocolate and fondue. But, no president to my knowledge 

has been a feminist, except maybe to some extent President Obama. Most 

American presidents have been Caligula-like characters hanging out with their 

slave mistresses (Sally Hemings), movie actresses, or like Presidents Clinton and 

Trump, Jeffry Epstein like characters. 

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/09/04/u-s-interferes-more-elections-than-russia-meddling-author-says/5700657002/
https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/americas-soup-brained-president-says
https://caitlinjohnstone.substack.com/p/americas-soup-brained-president-says
https://www.irishcentral.com/roots/history/marilyn-monroe-called-jackie-affair-john-f-kennedy
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The challenge for President Putin was – as always – how to be patient with a 

person whose public record displays behaviors consistent with that of a 

psychopathic murderer and also has access to thermonuclear weapons?  

In American politics it all comes down to economics, sex and self defense whether 

the feminists like it or not. Incidentally according to Pew Research those in the 

higher income groups are least likely to believe in God, pray or meditate. This is 

not surprising as people who believe in God are not so likely to go out and conquer 

other nations slaughtering millions of people for wealth.  

“Russian President Vladimir Putin has said that talks with his 

American counterpart Joe Biden in Switzerland on 

Wednesday were positive and cordial in tone, and that 

progress was made on a number of international political 

issues. 

“Asked whether the two nations' respective ambassadors 

would be returned to their posts after months of top-tier 

diplomatic contacts being effectively cut off amid escalating 

tensions, Putin revealed that an agreement had been reached. 

The envoys, he said, could be back in place as early as this 

week. 

“Putin added that the conversation was “constructive” and 

that it was not overshadowed by major questions of domestic 

politics. “I don't think there was any kind of hostility,” he 

added, saying that there had been important discussions on 

collaboration in the Arctic region.” 

https://www.rt.com/russia/526747-putin-presser-geneva-

summit  

And thus, Russia Today newspaper put a more positive spin on the summit than 

USA today. Why? Possibly because the world markets respond to the relationship 

between Presidents Putin and Biden, and keeping the world economy stable is the 

kind of thing a responsible world leader and publication should wish to do. In a 

contest of maturity and social responsibility the USA isn’t doing so well again. 

Perhaps (50/50) some of the most vitriolic anti-Russian rhetoric may be toned 

down a bit in future, however some is obviously needed to justify pumping ever 

greater amounts of tax payer money into the worse-than-useless intelligence 

services and Department of (so-called) Defense. On that issue one must note 

President Trump was not allowed to be friendly with President Putin or Russia by 

the braying American corporate owned mainstream media (MSM). Any such 

https://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/income-distribution/
https://www.rt.com/russia/526747-putin-presser-geneva-summit
https://www.rt.com/russia/526747-putin-presser-geneva-summit
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friendship was condemned, proving once and all who really is boss (and it isn’t 

any particular president, that’s for sure). 

President Putin also complimented President Biden for extending the new START 

treaty for five years. It so nice to have an adult in the room.  

It has been this author’s observation that the average IQ of any group gravitates 

down to the lowest IQ in the room, and one can be thankful PM Johnson was not 

there at this summit. 

The white supremacist tribe 

For the United States to continue as the world’s sole hegemonic power, with the 

UK, France, and Israel as support nations, fostering white (“Christian” to justify 

slaughtering Muslims, socialists and communists) supremacy among white men 

is viewed as essential.  

Consequently one finds Afrikan Americans falling far below whites on all 

measures of economic and political success.  

To keep it that way the abject inferiority of all minorities (including obviously all 

those Islamic terrorists) must be continually emphasized via the corporate owned 

media to make discriminating, robbing and killing them so much easier. “They’re 

all going to hell anyways, so just send a little sooner!” the white supremacists 

giggle under their tall pointy white hats. 

Fostering white ethnonationalism in every country possible is great politics for the 

USA so as to collect multinational armies of highly charged up white guys to go 

out and kill and rob people of color and Muslims around the world. The NATO 

meeting was a huge success and of course they shared meat and maidens. 

The history of pervasive white supremacism and “Christian identity” – often 

called “alt-right - within the US government and intelligence organizations is 

endemic in Euro-American history; symptomatic of a collective pathology dating 

back at least 500 years to the beginning of the European imperial colonial 

movements designed to enslave and rob the tribes and people of the rest of the 

world.  

The jigsaw of national boundaries Europeans imposed upon those intentionally 

fragmented tribes was specifically designed to ensure eternal conflicts between 

those nations and tribes. White supremacists today do the same thing via 

gerrymandering which fragments voting districts of people of color in the USA to 

ensure they get the least possible political representation. The predominantly 

white supremacist Supreme Court decided to not even hear the gerrymandering 

case brought before it, and dismissed it as “political.”   

https://original.antiwar.com/doug-bandow/2008/05/02/christianity-and-war/
https://www.businessinsider.com/us-systemic-racism-in-charts-graphs-data-2020-6#thus-the-share-of-black-households-that-own-their-own-homes-is-lower-than-other-racial-groups-17
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/christian-identity
https://www.npr.org/2019/06/27/731847977/supreme-court-rules-partisan-gerrymandering-is-beyond-the-reach-of-federal-court
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Thus, Attorney General Merrick Garland was certainly correct when he asserted 

to an almost all white senate panel on April 26, 2021 that domestic violent 

extremist groups, particularly white supremacists pose a growing threat to the 

United States, however failed to mention that the leadership of the USA has 

always been a violent white supremacist group, remains so today, and the 

majorities in the Supreme Court, Congress, Senate, and  last long, long line of 

presidents clearly wants to keep it that way. 

The vast wealth of western Europe and the USA has been primarily gained by 

hating, betraying, exploiting, robbing and killing primarily people of color and 

Muslims around the world from the very beginning. Nonetheless, compliant token 

minority anglophiles can always be found to “color up” any august body. 

As for Dear Leader President Biden, he’s been  an Imperial Wizard of the white 

tribe for more than half a century, for example voting against bussing, and as chair 

of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations he led the charge to start  the Iraq 

War that killed approximately 2.38 million innocent (mostly Muslim) Iraqis, 

devasted their economy and gave rise to IS and innumerable other terrorist groups. 

In a world ruled by laws and some sense of human decency and morality President 

Biden would never have even been considered a potential candidate for US 

president. In the whitewashed world of white supremacist American history, he 

was a shoe-in. Only in a nation where political-corporate greed controls the news 

could such an individual with such a record have gained the position he now holds. 

This is the near absolute power of manufactured consent.  

In an ironic note, former President Obama realized 22 years too late:  

It’s not us, it’s you: Obama blames MSM* and social media for 

Americans retreating to echo chambers, 15 Jun, 2021  

https://www.rt.com/usa/526566-obama-praises-biden-

reality-management/  

* MSM is mainstream media, AKA corporate owned media 

If only he had read William Blum’s book (Killing Hope, US Military and C.I.A. 

Interventions Since World War II) first published in 2004, or perhaps: 

Edward S. Herman & Noam Chomsky’s Manufacturing Consent: The Political 

Economy of the Mass Media Paperback published in 2002, before he became president.  

Perhaps he did and just didn’t care. It’s difficult to say. 

Critics of US domestic racism often point to the huge numbers of Americans in 

prisons, and the disproportionate number of Afrikan Americans in those prisons, 

https://www.reuters.com/world/us/white-supremacist-groups-pose-rising-us-threat-garland-says-2021-05-12/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/15/us/politics/biden-busing.html
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/17/joe-biden-role-iraq-war
https://consortiumnews.com/2018/03/22/how-many-millions-of-people-have-been-killed-in-americas-post-9-11-wars-part-one-iraq
https://consortiumnews.com/2021/05/24/manufacturing-consent-for-war/
https://www.rt.com/usa/526566-obama-praises-biden-reality-management/
https://www.rt.com/usa/526566-obama-praises-biden-reality-management/
https://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/color-of-justice-racial-and-ethnic-disparity-in-state-prisons/
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which sounds like a white supremacist way of doing things. Incidentally everyone 

in prisons must join a gang to survive. Polarizing people is essential to the total 

tribalization of the USA and world. 

The answer is not to simply throw more whites in prisons to obtain balance but to 

offer more diverse approaches to education to prevent crimes in the first place and 

family support to keep those who already are part of that world from returning. 

Vice President Kamala Harris has reputation for being a promoter of the American 

vicious cycle of crime and punishment. 

Freedom Rider: Kamala Harris Destroyed Black Lives by 

Margaret Kimberley, BAR editor and senior columnist, 16 Jan 

2019 

https://www.blackagendareport.com/freedom-rider-

kamala-harris-destroyed-black-lives  

The U.S. is a Political Prison, Kamala Harris is a Prison Guard 

by Danny Haiphong, BAR contributor 30 Jan 2019 

https://blackagendareport.com/us-political-prison-kamala-

harris-prison-guard  

How Kamala Harris Fought to Keep Nonviolent Prisoners 

Locked Up - As California attorney general, she spent years 

subverting a 2011 Supreme Court ruling requiring the state to 

reduce its prison population. The overseeing judicial panel 

nearly found the state in contempt of court, by Alexander 

Sammon, July 30, 2020 

https://prospect.org/justice/how-kamala-harris-fought-to-

keep-nonviolent-prisoners-locked-up/  

…to list just a few of the dozens of articles on this subject.  

Prisons as the ultimate weapon of white supremacist social control 

Many revolutions start in prisons: 

• British prisons in North America during the Revolutionary War were not 

in any way “rehabilitative” but rather part of a “long chain of abuses.” “The 

British also employed several antiquated naval vessels as prison ships in 

New York harbor. As many as 11,500 persons perished on the H.M.S. Jersey 

alone—more than the total number of Americans who died in battle.” 

• French Revolution - The Bastille 

• Iran – American supported Shah of Iran's Komiteh Moshtarak prison 

https://www.blackagendareport.com/freedom-rider-kamala-harris-destroyed-black-lives
https://www.blackagendareport.com/freedom-rider-kamala-harris-destroyed-black-lives
https://blackagendareport.com/us-political-prison-kamala-harris-prison-guard
https://blackagendareport.com/us-political-prison-kamala-harris-prison-guard
https://prospect.org/justice/how-kamala-harris-fought-to-keep-nonviolent-prisoners-locked-up/
https://prospect.org/justice/how-kamala-harris-fought-to-keep-nonviolent-prisoners-locked-up/
https://law.jrank.org/pages/1774/Prisons-History-American-Revolution.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/bastille-day-honors-rebellion-sparked-french-revolution
https://apnews.com/article/072580b5f24b4f8ea2402221d530257e
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• USA - Attica (deaths of 41 prisoners and six in San Quenton in 1971) – Rise 

of Black Power movement 

The US President’s Gang 

The root cause of western white supremacism and anti-Muslim bigotry appears to 

be greed which intentionally produces propaganda demonizing entire races, 

religions, political philosophies and nations providing manufactured justification 

to attack and pillage them. 

At the higher level those that motivate teaching hate ideologies are very greedy 

capitalists indeed and promote white supremacism to further their greedy 

agendas. At the lower-levels white supremacists are dupes who provide the 

muscle and votes needed to keep the whole corrupt system going, even though 

most are financially marginalized the same as the demonized minorities they 

mostly hate. This relates to the “cognitive dissonance” (holding conflicting 

viewpoints) experienced by many Americans discussed later in this section. 

 

The Imperial Mafia 

“What are we to make of all this? How are we to understand 

the United States foreign policy? …Don’t ever look for the 

moral factor. US foreign policy has no moral factor built into 

its DNA. One must clear one’s mind of that baggage which 

only gets in the way of seeing beyond the cliches and the 

platitudes… 

“But these men are not so much immoral as they are amoral. 

It’s not that they take pleasure in causing so much death and 

https://www.simplypsychology.org/cognitive-dissonance.html
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suffering. It’s that they just don’t care… the same that could 

be said about a sociopath. As long as the death and suffering 

advance the agenda of the empire, as long as the right people 

and the right corporations gain wealth, power, privilege and 

prestige, as long as the death and suffering aren’t happening 

to them, or people close to them… then they just don’t care 

about it happening to other people, including the American 

soldiers they throw into wars and who come home – the ones 

who make it back alive – with Agent Orange or Gulf War 

Syndrome eating away at their bodies. American leaders 

would not be in the positions they hold if they were bothered 

by such things… 

“In this way are people who are wedded to American foreign 

policy able to live with it – they conclude, and proclaim, and 

may even believe, that such policies produce a humane force, 

an enlightened empire, bringing order, prosperity and 

civilized behavior everywhere, and if the US is forced to go to 

war it conducts it in a humane manner… 

“As the reader will have noted, the present book documents 

in minute detail the exact opposite, showing the remarkable 

violence and cruelty, the suppression of social change, and 

the many other abhorrent consequences of US interventions 

for people in every corner of the globe for over half a 

century…” 

William Blum, Killing Hope, US Military and C.I.A. 

Interventions Since World War II, Common Courage Press, 

Updated, 2nd Edition p. 388-389 

[The above book should be mandatory reading for all high school freshman 

everywhere in the world.] 

Can any therapy change such individuals? 

One cannot know until one tries.  

In regards to the election of future politicians, it would be very helpful if there 

were laws prohibiting co-ownership of stock in both the publishing and weapons 

industries, and kickbacks and backdoor deals prohibited as well. The conflicts of 

interest in the current system inevitable lead to corruption. To pretend otherwise 

is disingenuous at best, Depraved Indifference at least and racketeering of the 

most transparent kind. It is a truism that power corrupts, absolute power corrupts 

https://definitions.uslegal.com/d/depraved-indifference/
https://www.justice.gov/jm/jm-9-110000-organized-crime-and-racketeering
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absolutely, and power attracts those most inclined towards corruption in the first 

place: the hyper-greedy. What does the Legislature do with its time? 

Part 2 The practical American need for the Greed-Hate Disorder 

therapy 

It appears on the surface most Americans really don’t care  if American foreign 

policies kill millions of foreigners. If they did care they would have insisted the 

legislature enact systems to prevent American interference in the domestic affairs 

of foreign nations, e.g., the Vietnam War, suckering Russia into their invasion of 

Afghanistan (1979), creation of the Taliban, Afghanistan War, Iraq War etc. (See 

William Blum’s book Killing Hope, US Military and C.I.A. Interventions Since World 

War II for a more complete list of just the past 76 years.) 

In any case most Americans do tend to care about Americans, at least within their 

own increasingly divided ethnic, religious and financial classes. 

The rapid rise of economic and political divisions within and between people all 

around the world is having devastating and murderous effects especially upon the 

poor, however few anywhere are untouched by this very devastating trend.  

A variety of vicious cycles have been set in motion exacerbating this trend. For 

example, in order to escape the cognitive dissonance created by these trends more 

and more Americas are escaping into drug and alcohol abuse. This makes the 

vicious cycle move faster because their decisions on election days are increasingly 

out of touch with the realities of the world due to ease of access to corporate 

controlled “news” media (MSM) and increasing government sponsored 

censorship of alternative news. That corporate control of news media, government 

censorship of alternative news, plus the lethargy produced by drug and alcohol 

addition result in American citizen’s very poor voting decisions. These 

mechanisms drive increased polarizations around the world resulting in a rapid 

rise of tribalism/nationalism, social and military conflicts, displacement of (some 

80 million) people and starvation (of some nine million a year). 

Human needs 

As humanistic psychologist Abraham Maslow theorized, all people appear to have 

a hierarchy of needs of some kind. 

For most of their history the vast majority of Americans have had enough food 

and water (with brief breaks in this after during and after the Civil War and during 

the Great Depression of 1929). 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00179/full
https://thegreatlinking.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/alt-news-during-the-3rd-red-scare.pdf
https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html
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In addition to those physical needs, most people also appear have some kind of 

existential and spiritual needs, which it appears, are not being met now in the USA 

or Western Europe. The evidence supporting this is extensive. 

Rampant, deadly and ever-increasing use of drugs and alcohol in the 

USA 

Given the vast array of resources to meet and exceed the American people’s 

physical and more abstract needs, one can only wonder why so many Americans 

need ever increasing drugs and alcohol to make it through the day. 

Escalating use of prescription drugs 

“Almost 70 percent of Americans take at least one 

prescription medication, and more than half take at least two, 

according to a new study by researchers at the Mayo Clinic. 

The most common prescriptions are for antibiotics, 

antidepressants and opioid painkillers. One-fifth of 

Americans are taking five or more prescription drugs, CBS 

Atlanta reports. “Often when people talk about health 

conditions, they’re talking about chronic conditions such as 

heart disease or diabetes,” lead researcher Jennifer St. Sauver 

said in a news release. “However, the second most common 

prescription was for antidepressants — that suggests mental 

health is a huge issue and is something we should focus on. 

And the third most common drugs were opioids, which is a 

bit concerning considering their addicting nature.” The study 

found 13 percent of the population has a prescription for 

opioids.” 

https://drugfree.org/drug-and-alcohol-news/almost-70-

percent-of-americans-take-at-least-one-prescription-

medication-study-finds/ 

https://www.mayoclinicproceedings.org/  

Escalating use of antidepressants 

During 2015–2018, 13.2% of Americans aged 18 and over 

reported taking antidepressant medication in the past 30 days. 

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db377.htm  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19176899/
https://drugfree.org/drug-and-alcohol-news/almost-70-percent-of-americans-take-at-least-one-prescription-medication-study-finds/
https://drugfree.org/drug-and-alcohol-news/almost-70-percent-of-americans-take-at-least-one-prescription-medication-study-finds/
https://drugfree.org/drug-and-alcohol-news/almost-70-percent-of-americans-take-at-least-one-prescription-medication-study-finds/
https://www.mayoclinicproceedings.org/
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db377.htm
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Escalating opioid epidemic and deaths 

Americans consume vast majority of the world’s opioids, by 

Dina Gusovsky, Apr. 27 2016 

Americans are in more pain than any other population around 

the world. At least, that’s the conclusion that can be drawn from 

one startling number from recent years: Approximately 80 

percent of the global opioid supply is consumed in the United 

States. Pain drugs are the second-largest pharmaceutical class 

globally, after cancer medicines. “There was about 300 million 

pain prescriptions written in 2015,” Irina Koffler, senior analyst, 

specialty pharma, Mizuho Securities USA, told CNBC. The 300 

million pain prescriptions equal a $24 billion market, Koffler 

said, but it’s not a market evenly divided around the globe. 

Rampant use of opioids in the United States, which represents 

only 5 percent of the global population, points to a larger divide 

between affluent nations and the rest of the world when it comes 

to prescription painkillers. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/27/americans-consume-

almost-all-of-the-global-opioid-supply.html  

That was 2016. Now? 

Opioid Overdose Crisis 

In 2019, nearly 50,000 people in the United States died from 

opioid-involved overdoses.1 The misuse of and addiction to 

opioids—including prescription pain relievers, heroin, and 

synthetic opioids such as fentanyl—is a serious national crisis 

that affects public health as well as social and economic 

welfare. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

estimates that the total "economic burden" of prescription 

opioid misuse alone in the United States is $78.5 billion a year, 

including the costs of healthcare, lost productivity, addiction 

treatment, and criminal justice involvement. 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/drug-topics/opioids/opioid-

overdose-crisis  

Escalating alcohol abuse and deaths 

Deaths from Excessive Alcohol Use in the U.S. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/27/americans-consume-almost-all-of-the-global-opioid-supply.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/27/americans-consume-almost-all-of-the-global-opioid-supply.html
https://www.drugabuse.gov/drug-topics/opioids/opioid-overdose-crisis
https://www.drugabuse.gov/drug-topics/opioids/opioid-overdose-crisis
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Everyone can help prevent excessive alcohol use. Learn how 

you can take action. More than 95,000 people die from 

excessive alcohol use in the U.S. each year. Excessive alcohol 

use is responsible for more than 95,000 deaths in the United 

States each year, or 261 deaths per day. These deaths shorten 

the lives of those who die by an average of almost 29 years, 

for a total of 2.8 million years of potential life lost. It is a 

leading cause of preventable death in the United States, and 

cost the nation $249 billion in 2010. 

https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/features/excessive-alcohol-

deaths.html 

Escalating cocaine addiction and deaths 

Overdose Deaths from Cocaine Rising Dramatically, By 

Steven Reinberg, Oct. 7, 2020 

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7, 2020 (HealthDay News) -- While 

opioids were grabbing the headlines, cocaine overdose deaths 

in the United States have marched upward, nearly tripling 

over five years, a new government report shows. 

https://www.usnews.com/news/health-

news/articles/2020-10-07/overdose-deaths-from-cocaine-

rising-dramatically  

And there are many other “recreational” drugs as well. 

Why so many drugs and so much alcohol? 

Stress, escapism and patterns of alcohol and drug use 

“Stress-related misuse of alcohol or drugs appears to be 

impulsive and may reflect conflict, learned helplessness or 

an attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance.” 

S. W. Sadava, R Thistle, R Forsyth, J. Stud. Alcohol. 1978 

May; 39(5):725-36. doi: 10.15288/jsa.1978.39.725. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/566828  

Conflict, learned helplessness and reduction of cognitive dissonance 

Living in a country singularly devoted to conquest and killing 

Please recall: In its 245 year history the US has only had 15 years of peace, and 

every one of those conflicts was promoted and justified by manufactured hate.  

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6939a6.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6939a6.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/features/excessive-alcohol-deaths.html
https://www.cdc.gov/alcohol/features/excessive-alcohol-deaths.html
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2020-10-07/overdose-deaths-from-cocaine-rising-dramatically
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2020-10-07/overdose-deaths-from-cocaine-rising-dramatically
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2020-10-07/overdose-deaths-from-cocaine-rising-dramatically
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/566828
https://medium.com/traveling-through-history/only-15-years-of-peace-in-the-history-of-the-united-states-of-america-c479193df79f
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Lack of and declining trust in government 

Public trust in the US government has been falling for the past 60 years and is at 

or near an all time low. 

“Public trust in government remains low. Only about one-

quarter of Americans say they can trust the government in 

Washington to do what is right “just about always” (2%) or 

“most of the time” (22%).” 

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/05/17/public

-trust-in-government-1958-2021/ 

Is it any surprise so many Americans experience conflicts, have learned 

helplessness, and experience cognitive dissonance given that on some level most 

know or at least suspect that the US government is taxing them to promote vast 

murderous wars against innocents around the world?  

Is it any surprise many or most Americans might not even want to know any real 

news because 1) the US government is profoundly corrupt, and 2) knowledge of 

what their hard-earned tax money is spent on might only confirm their worse 

suspicions? The facts of the American role in the world, and the American 

taxpayers funding of it is a natural source of massive cognitive dissonance given 

that most Americans probably still are raised to be moral people. 

Genesis of this treatment program for the greed hate virus 

I first thought of this treatment for the hate virus in response to a call from Afghan 

friends who were very concerned about the Taliban taking over and being killed. 

First, I wrote their stories, then tried to think of a cure for the Taliban. It’s wasn’t 

difficult given my background in psychology, particularly cognitive psychology, 

education, chemistry, neurophysiology and pharmacology. While researching that 

for a while however I found the CIA/DoD may have been manipulating the timing 

and intensity of Taliban attacks all long via a similar but opposite treatment 

program by surreptitiously administering for example cholinesterase inhibitors 

into their water supplies and the last thing they would do is anything that might 

make the Taliban more peaceful.  

Soon after it occurred to me the majority of both sides of the political aisle in the 

US  - in the White House and the white supremacist Senate and Congress - were 

virtually identical to the Taliban and perhaps they more than anyone need this 

Greed-Hatred Disorder treatment program. Please recall it was the CIA and 

Saudis that created the Taliban in the first place, so really one should treat the roots 

of the disease first in DC, the Pentagon and Langly.  

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/05/17/public-trust-in-government-1958-2021/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/05/17/public-trust-in-government-1958-2021/
https://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/summ.php?chrt=V&type=S
https://neuro.psychiatryonline.org/doi/10.1176/jnp.4.2.189
https://eand.co/conservative-america-is-the-rich-worlds-taliban-5bae7fe01a28
http://america.aljazeera.com/opinions/2014/3/pakistani-talibanchristianconservativesshariabancampaign.html
https://www.amazon.com/American-Taliban-Power-Jihadists-Radical/dp/1936227029
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Limitations of the Critical Race Theory 

Critical Race Theory has been gaining considerable traction around the US, 

however falls short of explaining the diversity of effects created by the “Greed-

Hate Complex.” 

Most (≥95%) Native, Afrikan, Asian, Latin and Muslim Americans (in my opinion) 

know of the endemic prejudices amongst the majority of political and industry 

leaders in the USA, but most whites (maybe 40% - 75% depending on the specific 

context), liberals and conservatives alike, reject it and appear to want to crucify, 

burn, bomb and machine gun, or at least publicly humiliate  anyone who suggests 

it. Furthermore, it is this writer’s opinion that “Critical Race Theory” alone isn’t 

going to really address the origins of the Greed-Hate Complex, because racism is 

just one of a long complex chain of prejudices manufactured by the wealthy elite, 

in government, industry and the media to support the vast killing machine that is 

the US government, and always has been. I believe Critical Race Theory treats the 

one of the symptoms of this disease, not the cause; which is unrestrained 

capitalism and the Greed that nourishes it.  

Critical race theory for example doesn’t explain the genocide of Bosnia Muslims 

and wholesale slaughter in Srebrenica. That was when Boris Yeltsin and the USA 

were in perfect harmony and what better way to cement a relationship than in 

slaughtering 200,000 civilians, raping more than 20,000 Muslim women and 

forcing more than 2 million Bosnians from their homes in a three-year period. Nor 

does Critical Race Theory explain the longstanding western hatred of Russians 

who are white and Christian.  

The only single common denominator here is GREED, based on the unquestioned 

assumption that unrestrained capitalism is the ultimate power in the world. 

Manufactured hate is used as a tool to feed that greed, just like the G7 planned 

beatdown of China in Cornwall (June 2021) with the world’s richest white colonial 

nations ganging up on China, not because of race, but because of China’s growing 

economic power and the USA will not tolerate the existence of an economic 

competitor. 

Where does one start to untangle this vast matrix of interconnected causalities 

behind American international aggression and the American people’s aggression, 

learned helplessness and cognitive dissonance? 

How about at the top? The obvious place to begin is with the political leaders that 

theoretically are in charge of this whole deteriorating disaster and theoretically 

have the power to bring about legislative, judicial and budgetary changes needed 

to back off all that greed and hate motivated aggression, give voters some hope 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2010/09/many-liberals-reject-markos-moulitsas-s-anti-conservative-book/344314/
https://www.baptistpress.com/resource-library/news/land-battle-plan-to-compare-religious-conservatives-with-taliban-an-outrage/
https://www.rt.com/usa/526551-republicans-aoc-squad-censure/
https://borgenproject.org/10-facts-about-the-bosnian-genocide/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/bosnia-war-crimes-rapes-went-day-and-night-robert-fisk-mostar-gathers-detailed-evidence-systematic-sexual-assaults-muslim-women-serbian-white-eagle-gunmen-1471656.html
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that they can change things with their votes, and reduce their overall cognitive 

dissonance. 

US politicians have the power to back off the greed and hate 

US politicians do have the power to back off hating China, Russia, Iran and Syria, 

remove the economic sanctions that cause such intense suffering and death in the 

poorest nations of the world, start to reinvest money in the US and rebuild some 

of the horrible destruction it has caused around the world.  

But, they probably need the therapeutic treatment outlined in this article to even 

consider the possibility of doing such a thing. 

Knowing that their government was backing off the greed and hate program it has 

relentlessly pushed since the founding of the USA would reduce the average tax 

payers’ cognitive dissonance and provide a much better role model for ordinary 

citizens, too many of whom now believe that violence and aggression are the only 

ways to get business done. 

Clearly political leaders of the USA are in dire need of the therapy suggested in 

this review article. It may be the only way for the USA to survive. 

In the case of American politicians and other people who advocate violence (like 

wars and deadly economic sanctions) it would be best if this therapy were 

voluntary. 

On the other hand, there is overwhelming evidence President Biden is for all 

practical purposes a war criminal, albeit not yet convicted.  

True, he hasn’t been convicted yet, but he certainly has provable culpability in the 

Iraq War and many others. All Congressional and Senate representatives that 

voted for profit-driven wars, coups, and other illegal interferences in other nations, 

are equally culpable in crimes resulting from their actions. 

They would and should be the first to be persuaded to volunteer for the treatment 

suggested in this article.  

They collectively have killed far more innocent people than the Taliban, so they’re 

vastly more dangerous to the world community. 

Also, by way of introduction I have to reassure the reader the therapeutic strategy 

suggest in this paper is potentially fun, feels good, is healthy and educational all 

at the same time because I wouldn’t recommend a treatment for anyone else, I 

wouldn’t like for myself.  
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Mental health 

Mental health is defined in all sorts of ways and personality tests theoretically can 

to some extent test for it. There is at least one and probably are  several factors 

missing from their equations though.  

In an attempt to help evolve the field of political psychology, I would like to 

hypothesize the following: 

The Brundage Hypothesis: Mental health can be measured  as an inverse of the 

number of people someone murders, and a positive function of the number of lives 

one tries to help and save in a rational, reasonable, legal and humane fashion (in 

addition to many other factors).  

To phrase this in the vernacular, murderers, especially mass murderers are insane 

people. Though psychologists don’t usually use the word “insane” any more, it 

does carry a certain gravitas of history and tradition that communicates more than 

the politically correct and more sterile phrase used today, “mental illness.” And 

let there be no doubt about it, politicians that vote and advocate for profit-motived 

wars are murderers usually motivated by greed and mentally ill, in this writer’s 

opinion.  

In the movie series about the fictional character Hannibal Lecter, he wasn’t 

simply “mentally ill.” No, he was truly insane with all of the very negative 

foreboding connotations associated with it. 

In regards to American presidents please keep in mind the “Brundage Hypothesis” 

regarding murder and mental health abovementioned. Then, look at the photo 

titled Five War Criminals (in “The President’s Gang” section above) and ask 

yourself, are those individuals criminally insane? Please look at them carefully. 

Please be assured each gave permission for large numbers of murders, that is, 

unjustifiable and illegal killings of thousands of innocent people.  

Is there the tiniest hint, any shred of remorse in any of their faces? 

What is “criminally insane?” 

According to the Legal Information Institute at Cornell University: 

“Generally speaking, criminal insanity is understood as a 

mental defect or disease that makes it impossible for a 

defendant to understand their actions, or to understand that 

their actions are wrong. A defendant found to be criminally 

insane can assert an insanity defense. When asserting an 

insanity defense, the defendant essentially admits to having 
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committed the wrongful act, but claims that they are not 

culpable because of their mental defect.” 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/criminal_insanity  

There is very strong evidence the last long series of US presidents, many if not 

most members of the Congress, all of the Directors of the CIA since Allen Dulles, 

and most of the mainstream news chiefs are at best, criminally insane. 

U.S. Regime Has Killed 20-30 Million People Since World War II, 

by Edward Morgan - April 3, 2018 

https://prepareforchange.net/2018/04/03/u-s-regime-has-

killed-20-30-million-people-since-world-war-ii/  

Was/is former President Trump in need of psychological help? 

There are currently 14 civil and criminal charges against former President Trump 

as of May 19, 2021. None of them relate to what this writer considers to be his 

primary crimes. 

The world famous linguist and political critic Noam Chomsky seems to think 

former President Trump is criminally insane primarily based on President 

Trump’s environmental policies. Had Mr. Chomsky’s interview with Scientific 

American writer John Horgan taken place after the COVID-19 wild spread around 

the USA, I suspect he might have added President Trump’s Reckless 

Endangerment in the First Degree as further evidence of Criminal Insanity given 

that more than half a million Americans died as the result of his negligence. In 

California law reckless indifference to human life is categorized as 2nd Degree 

Murder. 

Many legal scholars argue that President Trump’s “targeted assassination” of 

Iranian General Soleimani was essentially murder. 

Qasem Soleimani: US strike on Iran general was unlawful, 

UN expert says, 9 July 2020 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-53345885  

Also see:  

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/01/soleimani-strike-

law/604417  

https://www.npr.org/2020/01/04/793412105/was-it-legal-for-the-u-s-to-kill-a-

top-iranian-military-leader  

The following should be prosecuted as Obstruction of Justice: 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/criminal_insanity
https://blackagendareport.com/all-us-presidents-living-and-dead-are-war-criminals
https://readsludge.com/2020/01/13/the-members-of-congress-who-profit-from-war/
https://archive.org/details/strategic-competition-act-of-2021-pt.-3-target-belt-and-road-initiative
https://prepareforchange.net/2018/04/03/u-s-regime-has-killed-20-30-million-people-since-world-war-ii/
https://prepareforchange.net/2018/04/03/u-s-regime-has-killed-20-30-million-people-since-world-war-ii/
https://www.justsecurity.org/75032/litigation-tracker-pending-criminal-and-civil-cases-against-donald-trump/
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/cross-check/noam-chomsky-calls-trump-and-republican-allies-criminally-insane/
https://www.nycourts.gov/judges/cji/2-PenalLaw/120/120-25.pdf
https://www.nycourts.gov/judges/cji/2-PenalLaw/120/120-25.pdf
https://www.nycourts.gov/judges/cji/2-PenalLaw/120/120-25.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-53345885
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/01/soleimani-strike-law/604417
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/01/soleimani-strike-law/604417
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/04/793412105/was-it-legal-for-the-u-s-to-kill-a-top-iranian-military-leader
https://www.npr.org/2020/01/04/793412105/was-it-legal-for-the-u-s-to-kill-a-top-iranian-military-leader
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Trump revokes Obama rule on reporting drone strike deaths  

March 7, 2019 

“President Donald Trump has revoked a policy set by his 

predecessor requiring US intelligence officials to publish the 

number of civilians killed in drone strikes outside of war 

zones. 

“The 2016 executive order was brought in by then-President 

Barack Obama, who was under pressure to be more 

transparent. 

“Since the 9/11 terror attack, drone strikes have been 

increasingly used against terror and military targets. 

“The Trump administration said the rule was "superfluous" 

and distracting. 

“The order applied to the CIA, which has carried out drone 

strikes in countries such as Afghanistan, Pakistan, and 

Somalia.” 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47480207  

Given that the US is not at war in either Pakistan or Somalia, covering up civilian 

deaths is obstructing justice. 

The legality of the use of drone strikes in most nations is highly questionable at 

best, especially given the much larger number of civilian deaths involved 

compared to conventional warfare. 

Despite the large number of innocents recklessly killed by President Trump, they 

do not rival the number of innocents killed by actions in which current President 

Biden is at the very least culpable.  

Compared to the vast kill records of Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Joseph 

Biden, Donald Trump is a veritable saint, however the murder of one innocent, 

with foreknowledge that that specific action would cause murder of an innocent, 

makes him a cold-blooded murderer whatever his rationalizations.  

Murder is murder regardless of the nationality of the victim 

The number of innocents murdered in American domestic and foreign wars 

during the past 245 years is incalculable, however 100 million would be a 

conservative estimate.  

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47480207
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/explainers/legality-of-drone-warfare
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/explainers/legality-of-drone-warfare
https://www.counterpunch.org/2020/07/03/four-giant-reasons-to-remove-the-statues-from-a-robert-e-lee-descendant/
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The American Psychiatric Association was founded in 1844 back when the word 

“insane” was fashionable. How could they possibly not know of the raging 

psychopathologies inherent in American foreign and domestic policies that have 

so totally normalized mass murder that it has become banal and expected? 

Is President Biden in need of psychological help? 

According to the Brundage Hypothesis, yes. 

Some might quibble with this. For those critics who might not agree, please 

consider the following questions. 

Senator Biden’s critical role in starting the Iraq War in 2003 

1. Is the following quote from The Guardian newspaper accurate? 

Joe Biden championed the Iraq war. Will that come back to 
haunt him now? by Mark Weisbrot, Feb. 18 2020 

“Biden did vastly more than just vote for the (Iraq) war. Yet 
his role in bringing about that war remains mostly unknown 
or misunderstood by the public. When the war was debated 
and then authorized by the US Congress in 2002, Democrats 
controlled the Senate and Biden was chair of the Senate 
committee on foreign relations. Biden himself had enormous 
influence as chair and argued strongly in favor of the 2002 
resolution granting President Bush the authority to invade 
Iraq.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/1
7/joe-biden-role-iraq-war 

2. Was the US Iraq War legal? 

Not according to United Nations secretary general, Kofi 

Annan. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/16/iraq.i

raq  

3. How many people were killed in that war? 

According to an article titled “How Many Millions of People Have Been 

Killed in America’s Post-9/11 Wars? – Part One: Iraq” published in 

Consortium News, March 22, 2018, which compared various other studies’ 

scientific methodologies for calculating war causalities in the Iraq War it 

appears  approximately  2.38 million Iraqis were killed. To not diminish the 

size of that number it should correctly be reported: 2, 380,000 human lives.  

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/17/joe-biden-role-iraq-war
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/feb/17/joe-biden-role-iraq-war
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/16/iraq.iraq
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/16/iraq.iraq
https://consortiumnews.com/2018/03/22/how-many-millions-of-people-have-been-killed-in-americas-post-9-11-wars-part-one-iraq/
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According to the Cost of War Project of Brown University, “As of 2020, 9.2 

million Iraqis are internally displaced or refugees abroad.” 

 

4. How many US military personnel that were assigned to Iraq came back 

after the war and killed themselves? 

• https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/09/23/alarming-va-

report-totals-decade-veteran-suicides.html 

• https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/opinion/military-

suicides.html  

 

5. Were the “intelligence reports” used to justify that war proven to have been 

accurate?  

• https://www.un.org/press/en/2003/sc7777.doc.htm 

• https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2019/3/20/why-did-bush-

go-to-war-in-iraq  

 

6. Did that war benefit any Americans besides those who own shares in 

defense industries and politicians that got cushy jobs with defense industry 

“consultant” and/or lobby jobs? 

• https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/military-

spending-defense-contractors-profiting-from-war-weapons-

sales/39092315/ 

• https://www.ft.com/content/7f435f04-8c05-11e2-b001-

00144feabdc0 

• https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297a/War%20Profiteering%20in

%20Iraq.doc  

 

7. How much did that war cost the United States? 

https://www.thebalance.com/cost-of-iraq-war-timeline-economic-

impact-3306301 (over a trillion - borrowed - dollars) 

 

8. Were any corrective measures taken by the Legislature to ensure that a 

similar War Crime and Crime Against Humanity would not occur? 

No. 

 

9. Did any US administration or intelligence official have to pay in any way 

for that War Crime and Crime Against Humanity? 

No. 

 

https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/costs/human/refugees/iraqi
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/09/23/alarming-va-report-totals-decade-veteran-suicides.html
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/09/23/alarming-va-report-totals-decade-veteran-suicides.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/opinion/military-suicides.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/opinion/military-suicides.html
https://www.un.org/press/en/2003/sc7777.doc.htm
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2019/3/20/why-did-bush-go-to-war-in-iraq
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2019/3/20/why-did-bush-go-to-war-in-iraq
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/military-spending-defense-contractors-profiting-from-war-weapons-sales/39092315/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/military-spending-defense-contractors-profiting-from-war-weapons-sales/39092315/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/02/21/military-spending-defense-contractors-profiting-from-war-weapons-sales/39092315/
https://www.ft.com/content/7f435f04-8c05-11e2-b001-00144feabdc0
https://www.ft.com/content/7f435f04-8c05-11e2-b001-00144feabdc0
https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297a/War%20Profiteering%20in%20Iraq.doc
https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297a/War%20Profiteering%20in%20Iraq.doc
https://www.thebalance.com/cost-of-iraq-war-timeline-economic-impact-3306301
https://www.thebalance.com/cost-of-iraq-war-timeline-economic-impact-3306301
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10. Given that 1) the entire basis of the Iraqi war was proven to have been fake, 

and that 2) in his position as Chair on the Senate Committee on Foreign 

Relations Senator Biden had the responsibility to check the veracity of the 

information leading to that war, which he entirely failed to do, why did the 

Democratic Party and American news media present Joseph Biden as a 

legitimate candidate for president? 

• https://fair.org/extra/the-military-industrial-media-complex  

• https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-us-military-industrial-media-

complex-controls-president-obama/5349261 

• https://www.globalresearch.ca/managed-news-inside-the-us-

nato-military-industrial-media-empire/20018  

• https://www.globalresearch.ca/military-industrial-complex-

eisenhower-warned/5669642  

 

11. Exactly how much did then Senator Biden’s friends and known associates, 

Congressional representatives and defense industry shareholders profit 

from that war(?), and has anyone calculated the value of each of those Iraqi 

lives stolen in terms of the financial gain? 

 

https://readsludge.com/2020/01/13/the-members-of-congress-who-

profit-from-war/ 

12. Can anyone legitimately argue that then Senator Biden does not bear some 

culpability in the Iraq War Crime and Crime Against Humanity and the 

deaths of those 2,380,000 Iraqis, which includes the deaths of tens of 

thousands or even hundreds of thousands of innocent children? 

https://fair.org/extra/the-military-industrial-media-complex
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-us-military-industrial-media-complex-controls-president-obama/5349261
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-us-military-industrial-media-complex-controls-president-obama/5349261
https://www.globalresearch.ca/managed-news-inside-the-us-nato-military-industrial-media-empire/20018
https://www.globalresearch.ca/managed-news-inside-the-us-nato-military-industrial-media-empire/20018
https://www.globalresearch.ca/military-industrial-complex-eisenhower-warned/5669642
https://www.globalresearch.ca/military-industrial-complex-eisenhower-warned/5669642
https://readsludge.com/2020/01/13/the-members-of-congress-who-profit-from-war/
https://readsludge.com/2020/01/13/the-members-of-congress-who-profit-from-war/
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13. Are Iraqi lives worth less than American lives? Do Iraqi lives matter, 

Muslim lives? Anybody’s lives (?) or only corporate profits that benefit only 

the super-rich? 

President Biden ordered the murder of 22 Iranian contractors in Syria 

“Airstrikes in Syria kill 22 in Joe Biden's first military act as 

president - Strikes against Iran-backed fighters were 

retaliation for attack on US-led forces in Iraq, says Pentagon, 

by Bethan McKernan and agency, Feb. 26,  2021 

“The overnight strikes killed 22 people after hitting three 

trucks loaded with munitions near the border town of Abu 

Kamal, a war monitor said on Friday. Border posts used by 

Iranian militia groups were also destroyed, the UK-based 

Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said... 

“It said all of the dead were from Iraq’s state-sponsored 

Hashd al-Shaabi, an umbrella force that includes many small 

militias with ties to Iran...” 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/25/us-

airstrike-syria-iran-militia  

Several western political analysts question the identity of groups that launched 

attacks on US bases in Iraq. Does President Biden and his staff really believe that 

all Iraqis love uninvited US military bases on their land or are above attacking a 

US military base? There is no concrete proof that Hashd al-Shaabi was behind the 

attack(s), furthermore Hashd al-Shaabi is formed from several semi-autonomous 

militias and are primarily Iraqi, even if some are Iranian backed. 

 

14. Did the government of Syria invite Iranian military contractors into its 

country?   Yes. 

 

15. Given that the President of Syria has every right to invite whoever he likes 

into his country to protect it from the illegal invasion of another country, 

what right, by international law, did President Biden have to murder, 22 

invited guests in that country. There was no threat of imminent danger to 

the United States from them. It was a political act of provocation, political 

opportunism and bravado masquerading as military necessity. It was 

murder. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/25/us-airstrike-syria-iran-militia%202
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/25/us-airstrike-syria-iran-militia%202
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/516716-us-air-strike-syria-biden-trump/
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https://www.justsecurity.org/75198/knowns-and-unknowns-of-us-

syria-strike-looming-intl-and-domestic-law-issues/  

 

16. In the wake of the targeted assassination of General Soleimani, did some 

defense industries’ share values increase? 

Aerospace and defense stocks like Northrop Grumman rise 

in wake of Soleimani killing,  by Mark DeCambre - Shares 

of Northrop Grumman are up more than 5% Friday afternoon 

Jan. 3, 2020 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/aerospace-and-

defense-stocks-like-northrop-grumman-rise-in-wake-of-

soleimani-killing-2020-01-03  

 

17. Is it possible or probable that the “targeted assassination” of 22 Iranian 

contractors in Syria could have had a similar effect on defense industry 

share values? (Evidence of motivation for murder.) 

 

18. Is now President Biden aware that the US occupation of parts of Syria is 

illegal by both domestic and international law? 

 

“End America's Illegal Occupation of Syria Now - Our 

presence there is a violation of domestic and 

international law that’s made a horrible civil war even 

worse.” By Doug Bandow, June 13, 2019 

https://www.cato.org/commentary/end-americas-

illegal-occupation-syria-now  

 

19. How much defence industry money was donated to politicians and 

Congress before the 2020 presidential election? 

https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/indus.php?Ind=D 

https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?cycle=2020&ind=

D 

https://www.businessinsider.com/the-top-20-defense-companies-

donating-the-most-cash-to-us-politicians-2017-11 

 

20. Can proving motive, means and opportunity for a criminal act be sufficient 

to convict someone of a major crime?  

“Three aspects of a crime that must be established 

before a guilty verdict can be determined in a criminal 

https://www.justsecurity.org/75198/knowns-and-unknowns-of-us-syria-strike-looming-intl-and-domestic-law-issues/
https://www.justsecurity.org/75198/knowns-and-unknowns-of-us-syria-strike-looming-intl-and-domestic-law-issues/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/aerospace-and-defense-stocks-like-northrop-grumman-rise-in-wake-of-soleimani-killing-2020-01-03
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/aerospace-and-defense-stocks-like-northrop-grumman-rise-in-wake-of-soleimani-killing-2020-01-03
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/aerospace-and-defense-stocks-like-northrop-grumman-rise-in-wake-of-soleimani-killing-2020-01-03
https://www.cato.org/commentary/end-americas-illegal-occupation-syria-now
https://www.cato.org/commentary/end-americas-illegal-occupation-syria-now
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/indus.php?Ind=D
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?cycle=2020&ind=D
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?cycle=2020&ind=D
https://www.businessinsider.com/the-top-20-defense-companies-donating-the-most-cash-to-us-politicians-2017-11
https://www.businessinsider.com/the-top-20-defense-companies-donating-the-most-cash-to-us-politicians-2017-11
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proceeding include: (1) Means: the ability of the 

defendant to commit the crime, (2) Motive: the reason 

the defendant felt the need to commit the crime 

(motive), and (3) Opportunity: whether or not the 

defendant had the chance to commit the crime. All 

three conditions are met in regards Senator/Vice 

President/President Biden and his top administration 

officials.” 

It may come as a surprise to some people that: “a person may be convicted of a 

crime based on circumstantial proof alone.” 

https://www.shouselaw.com/ca/defense/legal-defenses/circumstantial-

evidence 

21. Do American and international news media report that President Biden 

was culpable in the killing of 2,380,000 Iraqis and murder of 22 Iranian 

contractors, and if not why not? 

No, because the broadcasting companies and news publishing corporations 

are owned by many of the same shareholders that hold stocks in weapons 

corporations. That produces an egregious conflict of interest that the 

Legislature has somehow conveniently overlooked. 

President Biden and Afghanistan 

1. Was President Biden honest about the Afghanistan War? 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3LFbOSPfrE  

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/27/almost-everything-biden-

said-about-ending-the-afghanistan-war-was-a-lie/  

2. Are the facts presented in this article relating to – what appears to be profit 

motivated murders in Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria by now President Biden, 

difficult to find? 

No. 

President Biden and Ukraine 

According to several published reports it appears President Biden is up to his 

eyebrows in corrupt activities above and beyond murder. 

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/20/escalating-the-new-cold-war-

with-russia-via-ukraine-bidens-unprincipled-stands-involving-covert-

operations-blackmail-corruption-nepotism-and-state-terrorism/  

https://www.shouselaw.com/ca/defense/legal-defenses/circumstantial-evidence
https://www.shouselaw.com/ca/defense/legal-defenses/circumstantial-evidence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3LFbOSPfrE
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/27/almost-everything-biden-said-about-ending-the-afghanistan-war-was-a-lie/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/27/almost-everything-biden-said-about-ending-the-afghanistan-war-was-a-lie/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/20/escalating-the-new-cold-war-with-russia-via-ukraine-bidens-unprincipled-stands-involving-covert-operations-blackmail-corruption-nepotism-and-state-terrorism/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/20/escalating-the-new-cold-war-with-russia-via-ukraine-bidens-unprincipled-stands-involving-covert-operations-blackmail-corruption-nepotism-and-state-terrorism/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/20/escalating-the-new-cold-war-with-russia-via-ukraine-bidens-unprincipled-stands-involving-covert-operations-blackmail-corruption-nepotism-and-state-terrorism/
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President Biden and US Naval Swarming in the South China Sea 

Did President Biden remove any of the two to three (it varies) US Navy Battleship 

Carrier Groups in the South China Sea after his inauguration? Does the know the 

locations of American nuclear submarines?  

Does President Biden understand the potential for an naval accident in the very 

crowded South China Sea? 

Does President Biden know how easy it would be for someone, American or 

otherwise to launch a false flag operation in the South China Sea and potentially 

start WWIII? 

President Biden’s War Tribe 

President Biden filled virtually all of his top administration posts with people who 

have long histories of supporting wars killing mostly people of color and Muslims, 

many of whom have records that gives the appearance of “conflicts of interest,” 

too, that is it appears they profit financially from those wars.  

Director of CIA William Burns (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III 

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) Secretary of State Antony Blinken (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) Director of National 

Intelligence Avril Haines (1, 2, 3, 4,  USAID Chief Samantha Powers (1, 2, 3) and 

Undersecretary for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland (1, 2, 3 ,4)  “War is such good 

business for AMERICA” they all grin while the parents of children murdered by 

American drones and bombs and guns carry their broken bodies to their graves. 

The individuals on the above list, as well as the president that appointed them, 

clearly need psychological help and have longstanding cases of pathological greed 

and/or hate disorder. 

Neither Russia China or other nations sanctioned by the US have ever threatened 

the US, in fact the reverse is and has always been true. 

“The American public education system writ large teaches 

most students that their government has been opposed to 

both Russia and China for the last century because their 

communist or otherwise totalitarian system deprives their 

citizens of the freedoms and rights Americans value most and 

has always posed “threats” to the American way of life. How 

many pupils have ever learned of the military incursion 

ordered by President Wilson in tandem with Britain and 

Japan into Russia in 1918 in hope of strangling the communist 

infant in its cradle? Had Russian troops ever been on U.S. soil 

youngsters would learn that fact on the first day of the first 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/40131/u-s-and-chinese-carrier-groups-mass-in-the-south-china-sea
https://thediplomat.com/2021/04/us-theodore-roosevelt-carrier-strike-group-back-in-south-china-sea/
https://thediplomat.com/2021/04/us-theodore-roosevelt-carrier-strike-group-back-in-south-china-sea/
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/us-naval-accidents-revisited
https://www.history.co.uk/article/the-truth-about-false-flags-from-nazi-germany-to-the-vietnam-war
https://www.globalresearch.ca/joe-biden-new-national-security-picks-troubling/5730297
https://www.globalresearch.ca/new-us-admin-stands-same-grotesque-brutal-policies-against-venezuela-shows-little-care-people/5739174
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/03/22/dirty-business-as-usual-new-cia-director-burns-confirmed-by-unanimous-vote-in-senate/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/513685-biden-obama-war-syria
https://ronaldthomaswest.com/2021/01/23/cia-director-william-burns
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/27/the-politicization-of-intelligence-revisited/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/03/05/full-spectrum-extinction/
https://stephenlendman.org/2021/02/biden-confrontational-toward-china-like-trump/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/508991-caitlin-johnstone-biden-raytheon
https://blackagendareport.com/the_obama_two-step_on_syria
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/03/05/full-spectrum-extinction/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/biden-defense-secretary-pick-shows-military-contractors-remains/5731810
https://www.globalresearch.ca/hawks-want-war-iran-working-overtime/5742813
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/514410-biden-administration-iran-nuclear-deal
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/02/03/biden-and-iran
https://www.politico.eu/article/nine-things-to-think-about-antony-blinken
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/11/23/biden-taps-blinken-secretary-state-critics-denounce-support-invasions-iraq-and-libya
https://www.globalresearch.ca/blinken-winking-nodding-neocons/5742560
https://www.globalresearch.ca/blinken-grilled-maintaining-trump-sanctions-war-crimes-court/5739985
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/02/03/biden-and-iran
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/27/the-politicization-of-intelligence-revisited/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/why-senators-must-reject-avril-haines-intelligence/5733336
https://stephenlendman.org/2021/01/incoming-biden-harris-regime-expands-warmaking-team/
https://www.rt.com/usa/509576-samantha-power-tipped-usaid
https://www.rt.com/usa/512435-samantha-power-biden-usaid-foreign-interventions
https://www.globalresearch.ca/barbarism-in-words-and-deeds-barbarism-of-u-s-imperial-wars-is-unmatched/5549133
https://www.rt.com/usa/512763-biden-appoints-nuland-sherman
https://www.dailysignal.com/2013/07/12/benghazi-scandal-haunts-nuland-nomination
https://www.globalresearch.ca/blinken-winking-nodding-neocons/5742560
https://stephenlendman.org/2021/01/incoming-biden-harris-regime-expands-warmaking-team/
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grade. How many learn of the incursion of American forces 

in China at the dawn of the 20th century to throttle a Chinese 

rebellion against ever increasing western occupation of their 

land? How many become aware that the U.S. threatened to 

nuke China during the Korean War? Why should we be 

surprised that both nations have employed their resources to 

attempt to match and contest the threats they feel from the 

U.S.?” 

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/03/05/full-

spectrum-extinction/  

The new “Cold War” against China and Russia have nothing to do with American 

defense security and everything to do with American corporate greed. 

Off the Rails: New Report by Corporate-Funded Think-Tank 

Reveals How Profit-Driven Motives Drive New Cold War 

against China, By Danny Haiphong - June 5, 2021 

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/06/05/off-the-

rails-new-report-by-corporate-funded-think-tank-reveals-

how-profit-driven-motives-drive-new-cold-war-against-

china/  

President Biden filled top cabinet positions with politicians plagued 

with the appearance of numerous conflicts of interest 

See: Strategic Competition Act of 2021 - Pt. 3  - US Congressional Attempt to 

Sabotage China’s Belt and Road Initiative, section titled: Defense industry 

corruption in the US government, by this author. 

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin—Former Member of 

Raytheon Board of Directors—Has Awarded Over $2.36 

Billion in Contracts to Raytheon Since His Confirmation in 

January, By Jeremy Kuzmarov - April 19, 2021 

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/19/defense-

secretary-lloyd-austin-former-member-of-raytheon-board-

of-directors-has-awarded-over-2-36-billion-in-contracts-to-

raytheon-since-his-confirmation-in-january  

Who Are the Ultimate War Profiteers? U.S. Air Force Veteran 

Removes the Veil. By Christian Sorensen - February 10, 2021 

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/03/05/full-spectrum-extinction/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/03/05/full-spectrum-extinction/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/06/05/off-the-rails-new-report-by-corporate-funded-think-tank-reveals-how-profit-driven-motives-drive-new-cold-war-against-china/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/06/05/off-the-rails-new-report-by-corporate-funded-think-tank-reveals-how-profit-driven-motives-drive-new-cold-war-against-china/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/06/05/off-the-rails-new-report-by-corporate-funded-think-tank-reveals-how-profit-driven-motives-drive-new-cold-war-against-china/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/06/05/off-the-rails-new-report-by-corporate-funded-think-tank-reveals-how-profit-driven-motives-drive-new-cold-war-against-china/
https://archive.org/details/strategic-competition-act-of-2021-pt.-3-target-belt-and-road-initiative
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/19/defense-secretary-lloyd-austin-former-member-of-raytheon-board-of-directors-has-awarded-over-2-36-billion-in-contracts-to-raytheon-since-his-confirmation-in-january
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/19/defense-secretary-lloyd-austin-former-member-of-raytheon-board-of-directors-has-awarded-over-2-36-billion-in-contracts-to-raytheon-since-his-confirmation-in-january
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/19/defense-secretary-lloyd-austin-former-member-of-raytheon-board-of-directors-has-awarded-over-2-36-billion-in-contracts-to-raytheon-since-his-confirmation-in-january
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/04/19/defense-secretary-lloyd-austin-former-member-of-raytheon-board-of-directors-has-awarded-over-2-36-billion-in-contracts-to-raytheon-since-his-confirmation-in-january
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While war corporations, or so-called “defense contractors,” 

make billions in profits, Wall Street is the ultimate beneficiary 

of today’s nonstop wars. The prosaic nature of war 

profiteering—far from the work of a shadowy cabal—is 

precisely why the collusion is so destructive and should be 

outlawed. 

The U.S. ruling class deploys the military for three main 

reasons: (1) to forcibly open up countries to foreign 

investment, (2) to ensure the free flow of natural resources 

from the global south into the hands of multinational 

corporations, and (3) because war is profitable. The third of 

these reasons, the profitability of war, is often lacking detail 

in analyses of U.S. imperialism: The financial industry, 

including investment banks and private equity firms, is an 

insatiable force seeking profit via military activity. 

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/10/who-are-

the-ultimate-war-profiteers-u-s-air-force-veteran-removes-

the-veil/  

In plain simple English this is racketeering, political malfeasance based on mass 

murder and theft while the American tax payers pay the bills and the already 

super-rich American capitalists get even richer. That’s criminal greed. 

Conditions under which top administration officials including President 

Biden may need to plead ‘mental disorder defense’ 

AKA Not guilty by reason of Insanity 

Were some signatory member(s) of the ICC 

Rome Statue to file a Complaint against 

President Biden, say for example, his role in 

initiating the Iraq War, the United States 

would have the option of trying him in an 

American court first, thereby preempting an 

ICC trial. 

“Under the principle of complementarity, national judicial systems retain their 

responsibility for trying perpetrators of crimes.” https://www.icc-

cpi.int/iccdocs/pids/publications/uicceng.pdf  

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/10/who-are-the-ultimate-war-profiteers-u-s-air-force-veteran-removes-the-veil/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/10/who-are-the-ultimate-war-profiteers-u-s-air-force-veteran-removes-the-veil/
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2021/02/10/who-are-the-ultimate-war-profiteers-u-s-air-force-veteran-removes-the-veil/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/insanity_defense
https://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/pids/publications/uicceng.pdf
https://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/pids/publications/uicceng.pdf
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Presuming he would be found guilty of at minimum War Crimes and Crimes 

Against Humanity, in addition to 2,380,022 murders, criminal conspiracy, as well 

as egregious violation of RICO laws, at that time he would have the option to 

plead Not Guilty by reason of mental disorder. (He might be far wiser to plea 

bargain and pin it on the Director of CIA George Tenet and Donald Rumsfeld.)  

[There were efforts to impeach then President George W. Bush for deceiving the 

public in arguing for the Iraq War and a large number of other things, however it 

died in the judiciary and was never heard of again.] 

On this same topic, at the end of WWII there were only 199 defendants at the 

Nuremburg trials while all the rest of the Nazis went back to their daily lives as if 

nothing had happened. Why then are all individuals even suspected of being 

members of terrorist groups, and their families legitimate targets for American 

drone strikes?  

Death by capitalism 

Even in the USA millions die because of capitalism. 

Capitalism as a Suicide Cult by Rob Urie, April 23, 2021 - 

From the launch of the U.S. war against Iraq to the onset of 

the Covid-19 pandemic there were over four million ‘excess 

deaths’ in the U.S., deaths over and above the rates 

experienced in other rich nations. Given the class distribution 

of longevity— the rich live a full decade longer than the poor 

on average, these excess deaths were overwhelmingly 

concentrated amongst those cast aside by neoliberal economic 

policies. Should this read as old news, the Lancet provides 

updated data suggesting that as of early 2021, none of the 

underlying causal factors have been resolved. 

https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/23/capitalism-as-

a-suicide-cult/    

Every day is WWIII to the victims and their families of Euro-American economic 

and military aggression. No amount of money, land and natural resources is 

enough to satisfy the infinite greed of western-driven unrestrained capitalism.  

That people of color and Muslims could have endured five hundred years of 

colonialism and most at least still remain healthy is testimony to the inherent and 

resilient goodness in humanity.  

And yet in every large group one will find some with the Greed-Hate Complex 

Virus. It’s a percentage thing really, but western colonialists have turned 

https://www.cnn.com/2004/ALLPOLITICS/04/18/woodward.book/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/01/iraq-war-wmds-donald-rumsfeld-new-report-213530/
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-110hres1258ih/html/BILLS-110hres1258ih.htm
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/23/capitalism-as-a-suicide-cult/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/04/23/capitalism-as-a-suicide-cult/
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transmitting this disease to others into an art, science and multibillion dollar 

media-driven industry. Highly macho, ego driven, sexy violent movies for 

example waken all kinds of neuro-hormonal circuits in our brains from our 

evolutionary past that often become manifest in our personalities and behaviors if 

people are not in some way inoculated against those personality traits and 

behaviors.  

Widespread transmission of the Greed-Hate Complex Virus is essential to keep 

the American Defense Department budget up around half of the total American 

federal budget. 

Both constituent parts of the Greed/Hate Complex Virus  are not always found 

together. Often people are infected by just one of those “illnesses.”  

Provocation for example is a way to foster rapid growth of the hate aspects of this 

disease in target individuals and groups without the greed component. The US is 

very experienced at extreme provocations. and making pathetic excuses to justify 

them.  

Most western capitalists suffer from the combination both greed and hate 

psychological pathologies and appear to believe those who argue against 

American profit-driven wars are deserving of hate as well.  

The vast American political-military-industrial-media complex invests hugely in 

bundling those pathologies together and promoting them in the news and 

entertainment media, yet some people have resistance to one, or both of them.  

The Greed-Hate Complex is highly contagious in much the same ways as a virus, 

and yet every intended target doesn’t get it.  It is possible or even probable those 

who have suffered under the cruel lash of the Greed-Hate Complex Virus  often 

or usually have resistance to catching it themselves, but certainly not always.  

Too often the leaders of popular revolutions against the excesses of capitalist greed 

become just as terrible as those they replace. And yet, this is not always the case.  

Some hunting-gathering tribes, Communalist, Socialist, Communist and other 

utopian models of social organization have had varying degrees of success in 

history and even today in preventing infection by the Greed-Hate Complex 

pathology, however in too many cases capitalists have vigorously and violently 

attacked and destroyed them. The capitalists then assert this is proof of the 

superiority of unrestrained capitalism, a dubious conclusion at best, at least from 

the point of view of the majority of humanity that suffers under the yoke of 

poverty and the slavery unrestrained capitalism inevitably entails. 

https://www.dw.com/en/dozens-killed-as-us-backed-strike-hits-afghan-wedding/a-50549512
https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/02/19/wedding-became-funeral/us-drone-attack-marriage-procession-yemen
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/obama-says-u-s-drone-strikes-killed-civilians-that-shouldnt-have-been
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Western colonial foreign policy makers have 1) used corporate media and law to 

label anyone who tries to protect their lands, natural resources, families and even 

their own individual lives as terrorists, and 2) intentionally use other extreme 

provocations, mass murder and starvation to provoke the poor and many Muslims 

around the world into self-defense, which is reframed as aggressive violence, so 

as to manufacture excuses to kill even more innocent people and steal even more 

land and natural resources.  

Manufactured consent 

All of the above has been perfectly normalized in western society. Very few people 

even question all of the assumptions leading to the above very reliable 

mechanisms to enrich the amoral capitalists that rule the world with a bloody iron 

fist – a fist that is wrapped in lovely exotically colored velvet so as to make it 

appear like it’s a really good thing. The process of the corporate controlled media 

manufacturing consent of the people to do unspeakably horrible things such as 

war crimes as all wars are, and crimes against humanity which happen in every 

war, is called: manufactured consent, a phrase popularized by famed linguist and 

social philosopher Noam Chomsky. 

“Five filters” or what might be called “synergistic strategies,” hugely facilitate this 

process. 

1. Media Ownership—The endgame of all mass media orgs is 

profit. “It is in their interest to push for whatever guarantees 

that profit.” 

2. Advertising—Media costs more than consumers will pay: 

Advertisers fill the gap. What do advertisers pay for? Access 

to audiences. “It isn’t just that the media is selling you a 

product. They’re also selling advertisers a product: you.” 

3. Media Elite—“Journalism cannot be a check on power, 

because the very system encourages complicity. 

Governments, corporations, and big institutions know how to 

influence the media. They feed it scoops and interviews with 

supposed experts. They make themselves crucial to the 

process of journalism. If you want to challenge power, you’ll 

be pushed to the margins…. You won’t be getting in. You’ll 

have lost your access.” 

https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
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4. Flack—“When the story is inconvenient for the powers that 

be, you’ll see the flack machine in action: discrediting sources, 

trashing stories, and diverting the conversation.” 

5. The Common Enemy—“To manufacture consent, you need 

an enemy, a target: Communism, terrorists, immigrants… a 

boogeyman to fear helps corral public opinion.” 

https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-

introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-

consent.html  

Defining problems is a challenge, finding solutions is another challenge. 

Part 3 Treatment Paradigm 

Please repeat after me: “The Chinese, Russians, Iranians, Syrians, and Somalis are 

not out to get us Americans. They are nice people and they have families they love, 

just the same as we do. Their governments are not expansion oriented; they do not 

want to attack or “dominate” the US with their own philosophies. They appreciate 

the USA’s good qualities and only wish the USA would stop attacking them. 

Furthermore, they do not need American so-called “humanitarian interventions.” 

American so-called “humanitarian interventions” are thin excuses for politically 

motivated trouble making attempts to smear and divide nations, not help them. 

Their cultures will evolve according to their own values systems in their own times, 

and attacking them only forces them into increased conservativism, nationalism 

and often civil wars, not the “liberal” ideals the USA preaches but in so many ways 

fails to practice. ” 

If only educating were so easy. 

Diagnosis and/or motivation analysis of those in need of treatment for 

greed/hate disorder 

There is a high probability some, many or most of the individuals needing this 

treatment don’t really believe the Chinese, Russians, Iranians, Syrians, and 

Somalis are “out to get” Americans and instead are motivated either by 1) peer 

pressure, and/or 2) greed for the money that can be later earned working at jobs 

as defense industry “consultants” or lobbyists.  

Some or most may have mortgages on their houses and children in private schools 

that all cost a lot of money. Consultant and lobby jobs pay quite well, much better 

than government jobs. 

https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
https://www.openculture.com/2017/03/an-animated-introduction-to-noam-chomskys-manufacturing-consent.html
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There is also a very high probability none of the individuals in need of this 

treatment have actually 1) lived in any of the target nations with normal regular 

working people for any length of time, or 2) loved anyone or family in any of the 

target nations, 3) really got to know any of the leaders of the target nations, or 4) 

have any idea what the cultures of those target nations really value. 

It is very likely it’s vastly easier to rob, kill and destroy people and nations one 

doesn’t know or understand than people one does know, like or even love. 

It is also highly likely some individuals needing this treatment actually do suffer 

from paranoid personality disorder. 

“Paranoid personality disorder (PPD) is one of a group of 

conditions called ‘Cluster A’ personality disorders which 

involve odd or eccentric ways of thinking. People with PPD 

also suffer from paranoia, an unrelenting mistrust and 

suspicion of others, even when there is no reason to be 

suspicious. 

“This disorder usually begins by early adulthood and appears 

to be more common in men than in women. 

“What Are the Symptoms of Paranoid Personality Disorder? 

• People with PPD are always on guard, believing that others 

are constantly trying to demean, harm, or threaten them. 

These generally unfounded beliefs, as well as their habits of 

blame and distrust, might interfere with their ability to form 

close relationships. People with this disorder: 

• Doubt the commitment, loyalty, or trustworthiness of others, 

believing others are using or deceiving them 

• Are reluctant to confide in others or reveal personal 

information due to a fear that the information will be used 

against them 

• Are unforgiving and hold grudges 

• Are hypersensitive and take criticism poorly 

• Read hidden meanings in the innocent remarks or casual 

looks of others 

• Perceive attacks on their character that are not apparent to 

others; they generally react with anger and are quick to 

retaliate 

• Have recurrent suspicions, without reason, that their spouses 

or lovers are being unfaithful 
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• Are generally cold and distant in their relationships with 

others, and might become controlling and jealous 

• Cannot see their role in problems or conflicts and believe they 

are always right 

• Have difficulty relaxing 

• Are hostile, stubborn, and argumentative” 

https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/paranoid-personality-disorder  

The usual treatments for PPD include psychotherapy and in some cases, 

medications including but not limited to anti-anxiety, antidepressant or 

antipsychotic drugs. This writer does not recommend those drugs for American 

political/industrial and/or media elite except perhaps in extreme cases after every 

other method to help them regain psychological health has failed. 

Experimental Design 

Who needs this treatment? 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Mark Milley 

Top Pentagon officer Mark Milley says Russia & China pose 

‘biggest threats’ after Biden says it’s climate change, 11 Jun, 

2021 

“Asked about Biden’s comment during a Senate committee 

hearing on Thursday, General Mark Milley, chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff, suggested that the president was 

speaking more loosely in regards to the nation’s greatest 

threats, instead naming two foreign ‘adversaries.’”  

https://www.rt.com/usa/526263-climate-change-threat-

milley 

General Mark Milley is at best misinformed and more likely suffering from PPD, 

an illness carefully nurtured within the Intelligence Community and Department 

of Defence.  

The greatest threat to the US national security is the American military-industrial-

media complex and the psychopathologies the leadership intentionally inculcates 

within their subordinates. 

Were General Mark Milley a healthy minded and honest man he would be arguing 

for US department of defense budget cuts and redistribution of that money into 

health, sports and education in the US and reconstruction of the nations the US 

https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/paranoid-personality-disorder
https://www.rt.com/usa/526263-climate-change-threat-milley
https://www.rt.com/usa/526263-climate-change-threat-milley
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has bombed and committed mass murder. That would do a lot more to improve 

American national security than leading a nuclear arms race. 

Anyone who argues against that point of view is misinformed as to the realities 

around this world, and I’ve lived around the world on the ground with locals far 

longer than any of the following list: 

• Antony J. Blinken U.S. Secretary of State  

• William Joseph Burns Director of CIA 

• Avril Haines, “Director of National Intelligence (DNI)  

• Michèle Flournoy Co-Founder and Managing Partner of WestExec 

Advisors 

• Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin 

• Eli Ratner, special assistant on China to Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin 

• Nicholas Burns (The Cohen Group), Kurt Campbell (The Asia Group), Tom 

Donilon (BlackRock Investment Institute), Wendy Sherman (Albright 

Stonebridge Group), Julianne Smith (WestExec Advisors), and Jake 

Sullivan (Macro Advisory Partners). 

• All members of the US House of Representatives, 

• The entire Board of Directors of the Atlantic Council led by  Chairman John 

F.W. Rogers and President and CEO Frederick Kempe, Executive Vice 

Chairs, Vice Chairs and other think tanks, national policy institutes, and so 

on, 

• and other individuals in the labyrinth of the American Deep State in 

addition to, 

• Major broadcast and print news publishers and companies 

• CEOs and Boards of Directors of all Fortune 500 companies and their 

shareholders, including CEOs and Boards of Directors of investment 

management companies etc. See: 

https://money.cnn.com/quote/shareholders/shareholders.html?symb=L

MT&subView=institutional for some shareholder information from just 

one defense industry corporation. 

All adding up to potentially hundreds of thousands of people that are responsible 

for the deadly economic polarization and resultant extreme poverty and massive 

starvation, racism, religious bigotry, wars and high suicide rates around the world 

and most especially the clear and imminent danger of a global thermonuclear war. 

Court order into treatment 

It would be ideal if all those in need of the treatment for Greed/Hate Disorder 

would volunteer for this program. That however is highly unlikely to happen 

https://money.cnn.com/quote/shareholders/shareholders.html?symb=LMT&subView=institutional
https://money.cnn.com/quote/shareholders/shareholders.html?symb=LMT&subView=institutional
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because the vast majority live in denial of what are obvious facts – facts can be 

easily discovered if one tries. 

Second, as an alternative all of the above should be encouraged to volunteer or 

“face the possibility” of being court ordered into this specific treatment. Why this 

specific treatment? I believe it has the potential to be more successful compared to 

traditional treatments like psychotherapy, and the usual PPD medications. 

In regards to standard psychotherapy, it is very easy for psychotherapy patients 

to fake cures and appear healthy, before going back to their often very 

psychopathic murderous ways. It would be much more difficult for the patients in 

this program to fake cures as will be outlined later in this paper. 

In regards to PPD medications, I don’t like complex unnatural chemicals that alter 

brain functioning. I’ve met a lot of people whose lives were severely damaged by 

such “medications.” 

How to obtain the necessary court order 

The President should have a chat with the Attorney General, and/or Supreme 

Court to initiate this process. Those in need of this treatment will include 

individuals with political power who 1) have voted for profit driven wars, profited 

from profit-driven war(s) and/or 2) are in positions of power potentially 

increasing the probability of war, and/or spoken in favor of furthering the so-

called “Cold War.” Those individuals present a clear and imminent danger to the 

security of the United States and world. 

Clear and imminent danger to the security of the United States 

Those individuals who are in positions of power that place American forces where 

they are around the world at this time represent clear, present and imminent 

danger to the security of the United States. 

South China Sea 

As regards to the section above titled: “Is President Biden in need of psychological 

help?” at this time in the South China Sea there are three aircraft carrier groups 

and an unspecified number of nuclear armed submarines, in addition to Chinese 

naval and commercial vessels. At any time, any number of accidents can occur, or 

a third party can easily launch a false flag operation with sufficient intensity to 

ignite a world war, if for example communication between Beijing and US leaders 

were somehow cut off, or other distractions arose to preclude communication 

which would not be difficult to contrive. 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/defense-mechanisms#defense-mechanisms
https://www.democracynow.org/2019/5/27/chomsky_nuclear_weapons_climate_change_the
https://www.democracynow.org/2019/5/27/chomsky_nuclear_weapons_climate_change_the
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American backed NATO forces all along Russia’s western front 

Loading so many American, and or American backed military forces with so much 

weaponry so closed to “adversaries” (read: “enemies”) as identified by the US 

Department of Defense is Depraved Indifference at minimum, and the dangers are 

extreme beyond imagining.  

 

Understanding War 

At any time, any number of accidents could occur, or a third party can easily 

launch a false flag operation with sufficient intensity to ignite a world war, if for 

example communication between Moscow and US leaders were somehow cut off, 

which would not be difficult to contrive.  

Both the leaderships of Israel and India are potential third 

parties with motivation to initiate a global war in a futile 

attempt to preserve American hegemony, as their own regional 

hegemonic actions and plans require the maintenance of 

American global hegemony. Likewise, a variety of American 

https://definitions.uslegal.com/d/depraved-indifference/
http://www.understandingwar.org/sites/default/files/099%20RusEuro%20Map.pdf
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and European white supremacist/ultra-nationalist groups are 

sufficiently financed and motivated to trigger a global conflict 

in either the South China Sea, Russia’s western front or other 

nuclear “hotspots,” for example India-Kashmir-Pakistan, 

and/or Syria-Iran-Russia-US. 

Imminent need for psychiatric interventions applied to all responsible 

individuals 

All those responsible for creating this situation of extreme danger now are in need 

of psychiatric interventions. This paper was prepared to suggest an intervention 

with a high probability of short- and long-term success. 

Those individuals who have pushed the US to the brink of thermonuclear war are 

violent extremists vastly more dangerous than the Taliban or al Qaeda given the 

relative magnitude of destruction from conventional arms vs. thermonuclear 

weapons. Not coincidentally, it was for the most part those same individuals 

and/or their predecessors that created the conditions that gave rise to the Taliban 

and al Qaeda in the first place. Letting them run wild around the world shooting 

off their mouths creating fear and hated is a clear and present danger to all of 

humanity.  

Remapping perceptual and cognitive functioning of American violent 

extremists in politics, the intelligence and defense communities, and 

corporate worlds 

Legal indemnity 

The following treatments are suggested as least harm methods which are 

permissible by law under a number of legislative and judicial decisions.  

Provisos 

Highly experienced professional licensed psychiatrists and psychologists who 

profoundly understand the extreme need for this treatment will be required to 

“fine tune” various segments of this proposed Greed-Hate Pathology Therapy to 

ensure maximum safety and effectiveness. This paper describes general outlines 

for a novel treatment, and more precise specifications will be necessary relatively 

quickly to prevent not only possible but probable even more catastrophic events 

from occurring within the US and around the world. 

As stated in  the section above on behavioral theories of pathological greed (and 

corruption) people’s attitudes and behaviors are shaped primarily by learning, 

that is, reinforcement histories.  

https://www.democracynow.org/2019/5/27/chomsky_nuclear_weapons_climate_change_the
https://www.lawteacher.net/free-law-essays/criminal-law/mills-harm-principle.php
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The individuals in need of this treatment have had their perceptions of events and 

things narrowed into “us vs. them,” “win vs. lose,” zero sum game frameworks 

and for the most part cannot even conceive of win-win solutions to problem 

solving. Consequently they spread this disease of fear and hatred like wildfire, 

thinking they are God’s gift to humanity, when in fact the reverse is true. 

The “Clash of Civilizations” is not necessary or inevitable, but rather the paranoid 

projection of a man who profited from positing the necessity of conflict when it 

often or usually isn’t necessary at all.  

If Samuel P. Huntington really believes what he wrote in his book claiming some 

need or inevitability of a clash between civilizations, he very much needs the 

therapy/treatment suggested in this article. Did he never learn to play 

cooperatively as a child? Was he abused, bullied or suffer a brain injury of some 

kind? Or, is it just plain and simple old-fashioned greed(?) to make a bundle of 

money by writing an alarmist book spreading fear, hated and terror? 

There simply is no need for all the conflicts too many Americans believe are 

necessary. Those are phantoms of greedy and/or paranoid minds.  

As stated above in the Experimental Design “Who needs this treatment?” section, 

there are forms of learning that can override prejudices with better learning. 

Actually living 1) in one or more of the target nations with normal regular working 

people for any length of time, 2) learning to love someone or family in one or more 

of the target nations, 3) really getting to know one or more of the leaders of the 

target nations, and 4) learning about what one or more of the target cultures really 

value can profoundly change one’s perceptions of future probable events.  

This zero-sum-game, us against them, win/lose perceptually locked framework 

employed by American politicians, the intelligence and defense communities, and 

corporate denizens has led the USA and world to the brink of annihilation and it’s 

time to back off before its too late. 

The simple truth is: “The Chinese, Russians, Iranians, Syrians, and Somalis are not 

out to get us Americans. They are nice people and they have families they love, 

just the same as we do. Their governments are not expansion oriented; they do not 

want to attack or dominate the USA. They appreciate the USA’s good qualities and 

only wish the USA would stop attacking them. Furthermore, they do not need 

American so-called “humanitarian interventions.” American so-called 

“humanitarian interventions” are thin excuses for politically motivated trouble 

making attempts to divide nations, not help them. Their cultures will evolve 

according to their own values systems in their own times, and attacking them only 

forces them into increased conservativism, nationalism and often civil wars, not 
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the “liberal” ideals the USA preaches without practicing. (Repetition is necessary 

for a higher percentage of retention. “Given complex information most people 

only remember the last datum without repetition of key points.”) 

Defining terms 

Perception and cognition are different. Perception refers to stimuli that a person 

attends to and is at least vaguely aware of; cognition refers to how memories are 

stored and decisions are made. Both need modification in those afflicted by the 

greed-hate virus for the treatment plan outlined in this paper to achieve the goal 

of restoring mental health.  

Perception Overview 

There is an old psychology joke that goes as follows: 

Question: “What’s the difference between a neurotic and a psychotic?” 

Answer: “A neurotic will tell you 2 + 2 = 4 and be miserable about it. A psychotic 

will tell you 2 + 2 = 5 and be very happy about it.” 

Human perceptions are limited by not only the design and functioning of sensory 

organs, but also by learned perceptual frameworks. Why do some people see 

fewer colors when looking at a glorious multi-spectral sunset(?), whereas others 

see a virtual infinite number of colors? Why can some see solutions outside the 

box while others appear perpetually trapped within? The answers are complex. 

For example the corpus collosum is the crossed bundle of nerves that connect the 

left and right hemispheres of the brain. A fully functioning human being can 

process information both digitally (left hemisphere: logically & sequentially) and 

in analogue (right hemisphere: fluidly, as is needed for creativity, intuition and 

empathy). Too many of us get stuck relying on one set of functions over the other. 

Openness to the many frequencies of color is a function of habit strength. Like the 

neurotic, those who only see a few colors have narrowed perceptions. Their 

perceptions have been narrowed by a lifetime of not paying attention to the infinite 

variety of colors in sunset skies, rainbows, flowers, etc. Their perceptions filter out 

most of the shades of color because that vast spectrum has not been relevant to 

them since childhood. It’s white and black! You against me! Us against them! 

Crush! Kill! Destroy!  

Immersion learning in other cultures helps a person gradually adapt to and adopt 

other frames of reference. Learning the native language of that culture helps 

enormously too. (A bit challenging when it comes to Chinese, I might add, as tonal 

languages – Chinese, Thai, Zulu and Navajo and a huge number of others - present 

quite a contrast to flat-land English and European languages. ) 
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When a highly prejudiced person looks at a person of the group he or she is 

prejudiced against, he or she sees a vastly different person than someone who 

looks at that same person but who doesn’t have those prejudices. 

Our learning and attitudes shape/filter and distort most of our perceptions hugely. 

This is not so different from the images first recognized when looking at 

ambiguous pictures. Some people are more likely to recognize one or another of 

the recognizable images in an ambiguous picture depending on a number of 

variables. 

In treating a person with either pathological greed or hate it helps by first opening 

the perceptual frameworks the client uses to see, hear, feel,   

Part 4 Treatment design specifics 

The following treatment plan is contingent upon authorities in the US and in US 

“target” countries, including but not limited to China, Russia, Iran, Syria, 

Venezuela and Somalia agreeing to participate in this treatment program. 

Pretest clinical trials 

Steps 1 – 3 below can be tested on volunteers who have strong prejudices, with 

step 4 replaced with guided visualization. Post-test verification results should give 

some indication of the potential effectiveness of this paradigm. 

Pretest medical exam of clients in this therapeutic treatment 

Investigations of long-term drug use by candidates to this therapy should be made 

as control and experimental factors. Long histories of sympathetic mimetic drugs 

(like amphetamines and cocaine) for example might make treatment more difficult 

or in some cases impossible.  

It is the opinion of this writer there is a reasonable possibility (≥51% perhaps) some 

sub-organization within the American intelligence community intentionally 

selects potential future political representatives to cultivate that have histories of 

sympathetic mimetic drug use as they usually don’t have the normal moral 

conscience most people do, and thus be more likely to support economic slavery 

(as is imposed by American hegemony and colonization of the entire planet) and 

military conflicts (to attain that hegemony). 

For example, large doses of amphetamines at least in animals cause interference in 

dopaminergic pathways and the ill effects persist for years following cessation of 

drug exposure. Those dopaminergic pathways form a big part of our unique 

human ability to think and plan. It helps us strive, focus, and find things 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2670101/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16936713/
https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/what-is-dopamine
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interesting. This could for example explain why President Biden comes across as 

a bit of a robot at least to some people. Most of the research on the prolonged use 

of amphetamines and other sympathetic mimetic drugs might be (≥51%) 

suppressed because psychiatrists give so much it to children to treat ADD and 

adults with narcolepsy. It’s big money, and the American Psychiatric Association 

isn’t only a political-medical entity, it is an economic entity too.  

Pretest cooperative learning tests used as baseline 

A pretest cooperative learning test performed with someone from the same ethnic, 

and religious background as the client is performed. A different cooperative 

learning test can then be done with someone from the target ethnic or religious 

group. Results can be used as baselines to measure progress after the end of the 

treatment process in the post-procedure efficacy verification process. 

1. Initial desensitization stage - Wolpe’s systematic desensitization 

Wolpe’s systematic desensitization was the first well known treatment for various 

phobias. Quite probably there are more streamlined therapies using similar 

methodologies now. Basically, the client in this therapy learns to relax when 

exposed to the fear triggering stimuli. The therapist in this stage fist discusses with 

the client the extreme dangers and infinite cruelties of provoking wars, the nature 

of the treatment, and the possible positive outcomes. Following that the therapist 

engages the client in some form of systematic desensitization  to 1) the target 

groups, and the possibility of living in peace with people from one or more “target 

countries” even if they are from different races, cultures, religions, etc. 

2. Select appropriate environments and specific goals for learning 

experiences (initial planning and part of desensitization process) 

Select most appropriate environments for the client to live and engage in 

immersion learning first hand. In most cases this will be a foreign country. For 

example, if for example, Steve Bannon – a known extreme Islamophobe - were a 

client, he might be assigned to a moderate Muslim country for cultural adaptation 

purposes first, e.g., Indonesia, and later sent to a more traditional Muslim country 

like Iran to live for a few months as part of a follow-up procedure. Though it might 

seem impossible for him to adapt, the component parts of the procedures 

suggested in this article are based on the positive outcomes of extensive 

experimental research and stand a reasonably high probability of achieving the 

prescribed goals. 

At least three of the four learning environments outlined below are recommended. 

https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/what-is-dopamine
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/qanon-conspiracy-biden-robot-cnn-b1809531.html
https://scialert.net/fulltext/?doi=jas.2007.137.140
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1) Living with normal regular working family in a target country for a length of 

time, 2) learning to love someone or a family in the target nation, 3) really get to 

know one or more of the leaders of one of the target nations, and 4) learn what the 

cultures of those target nations really value. 

3. Operationalizing the procedure 

1. Repeat the desensitization process 

2. Operationalize the procedures in Step 2 above – the client goes to the target 

country, and with the help of that country’s authorities, actually lives with 

a normal working family for a while, and perhaps gets to personally know 

one or more of that country’s leadership as a friend. 

3. Post-procedure verification of treatment efficacy 

For all practical purposes this can be very much the same as, or identical to a 

vacation, except the client is living with and escorted around by an indigenous 

family.  

4. Post procedure verification of treatment efficacy 

1) Magnetic Resonance and or PET scans can be utilized as truth telling 

mechanisms to determine the real feelings of the clients following the above 

learning sessions.  

2) Redo cooperative learning skills tests with a) someone from the same 

culture, and someone from the target country. 

3) Host families and community leaders will be asked to fill in a checklist and 

write an expository report on the client’s visit and acculturation process if 

one occurs, and that almost always happens over time. 

Safe psychopharmacologic medications that probably ≥51% can speed 

up the treatment process  

There are natural plants that can assist in opening perceptual pathways which 

would radically speed up the learning processes described above. 

• Psylocibin 

https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/psilocybin-revisited-science-

behind-drug-surprising-therapeutic-potential 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5509636/ 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6007659/ 

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03775200  

Synthetic Psylocibin can now be manufactured at low cost. 

https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/psilocybin-revisited-science-behind-drug-surprising-therapeutic-potential
https://www.psychiatrictimes.com/view/psilocybin-revisited-science-behind-drug-surprising-therapeutic-potential
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5509636/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6007659/
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03775200
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https://www.usonainstitute.org/rkargbo/?doing_wp_cron=1621649446.

3528249263763427734375 

https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/compass-plans-ipo-to-take-

magic-mushroom-drug-to-phase-3 

https://compasspathways.com/our-research/psilocybin-therapy/about-

psilocybin-therapy/ 

https://mind-foundation.org/yeast-psilocybin/ 

• Mescaline 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsptsci.1c00018 

https://www.healtheuropa.eu/mescaline/107330/ 

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/ben/cmp/2019/00000012

/00000003/art00003# 

https://psychonautwiki.org/wiki/Mescaline 

Synthetic manufacture of Mescaline 

• https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/ja01147a505 

• https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/op0601262 

• https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.553.6021&re

p=rep1&type=pdf 

• Kovacic, Peter and Somanathan, Ratnasamy (2009) Novel, unifying 

mechanism for mescaline in the central nervous  system, Electrochemistry, 

catechol redox metabolite, receptor, cell signaling and structure activity  

relationships, Oxidative Medicine and Cellular Longevity 2:4, 181-190; 

September/October 2009 

https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/oximed/2009/804359.pdf  

https://www.usonainstitute.org/rkargbo/?doing_wp_cron=1621649446.3528249263763427734375
https://www.usonainstitute.org/rkargbo/?doing_wp_cron=1621649446.3528249263763427734375
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/compass-plans-ipo-to-take-magic-mushroom-drug-to-phase-3
https://www.fiercebiotech.com/biotech/compass-plans-ipo-to-take-magic-mushroom-drug-to-phase-3
https://compasspathways.com/our-research/psilocybin-therapy/about-psilocybin-therapy/
https://compasspathways.com/our-research/psilocybin-therapy/about-psilocybin-therapy/
https://mind-foundation.org/yeast-psilocybin/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsptsci.1c00018
https://www.healtheuropa.eu/mescaline/107330/
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/ben/cmp/2019/00000012/00000003/art00003
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/ben/cmp/2019/00000012/00000003/art00003
https://psychonautwiki.org/wiki/Mescaline
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/ja01147a505
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/op0601262
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.553.6021&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.553.6021&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/oximed/2009/804359.pdf
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https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/oximed/2009/804359.pdf 

Other psychopharmacological treatments may be tested; however, I would not 

recommend them except perhaps in extraordinary cases.  

Oxytocin 

Oxytocin is a peptide hormone and neuropeptide produced at various times 

including when someone falls in love. It is normally produced in the 

hypothalamus and released by the posterior pituitary. It plays a role in social 

bonding, reproduction, childbirth, and the period after childbirth. Oxytocin is 

released into the bloodstream as a hormone in response to love and in labor. 

Oxytocin is usually administered via intranasal spray or intravenously.  

Drugs that lower inhibitions and psychological defenses 

• Sodium Pentothal – This is ‘old school’ from the 1950s, no doubt still 

effective, however more effective newer hypnotics are definitely available. 

• Rohypnol (flunitrazepam) white tablet that doesn't have a smell or taste, 

though modern manufacturers add a blue dye to prevent use as a date rape 

drug. 

• GHB (gamma-hydroxybutyric acid) usually a liquid that can be mixed with 

other liquids. It also comes as a powder. Neither form has a smell or a taste. 

• Ketamine is a clear liquid or an off-white powder that has no taste or smell  

Psylocibin and Mescaline are the preferred treatments though others may be 

considered in cases where the patient is unresponsive to the initial treatments. 

Minimal dosages are recommended. Generally speaking no treatment medication 

should be used more than a few times because ever increasing doses become 

necessary with any drug (including alcohol of course) to achieve the desired 

https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/oximed/2009/804359.pdf
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results. Occasional intermittent booster treatments may be beneficial for a short 

period of time.  

A psychiatrist and/or psychologist with a moral conscience (if any can be found) 

and related experts with familiarity with this kind of treatment will need to 

implement the stages in this treatment alongside the clients.  

It is suggested perceptual opening and inhibition lowering combination “cocktails” 

be designed to optimize more “difficult” client’s receptivity to cooperative 

paradigms as compared to viewing every relationship as win/lose, 

dominant/submissive, etc. as it appears most of the American leadership does. 

I am concerned this treatment might be too “radical” for President Biden who is 

“getting on in years.” Maybe reading this paper and psychotherapy alone can 

persuade him to have that chat with the Attorney General necessary to begin 

healing the United States and world. This option provides a way for him to redeem 

his name in the history books, as right now his advocacy of the Iraq War, and 

murder of Iranian guests in Syria are not going to lead to a positive review of his 

life. 

Vice President Kamala Harris might benefit from some time in jail as she did break 

laws in her pursuit of advancing her career as a prosecutor. Some time in jail 

would teach her that even law breakers are human and deserving of due process, 

humane treatment, and hope for the future. The goal here is not punishment but 

rather learning empathy for the “target” population as part of the process of 

overcoming prejudice and the hated it engenders. 

Part 5 Potential to resume government, industry or media duties 

If the client did indeed learn basic humanist appreciation and even love of the 

people and cultures of target nations, cultures, religions, and individuals, they 

may be able to resume their job in government, industry and/or media provided 

they also clearly understand that advocating for war, economic sanctions and 

other savage barbarous things will be a violation of the probation under which 

they will remain as long as they live, given that if the whole truth were told, they 

are for all practical purposes, war criminals for having voted and/or advocated 

for war while occupying a position of power in the US government, industry or 

media. 

Part 6 Conclusions 

For the United States at this time - when the world is trying to recover from the 

COVID-19 pandemic, world economies are suffering, the already very high level 

of starvation skyrocketing, with US promoted “ethnonationalist” (racist-fascist 
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and violent) governments springing up like poison mushrooms around the world, 

and military conflicts multiplying beyond count, - to increase the Department of 

Defense Budget to “confront” imaginary foes like Russia, China, Iran, and Syria 

and escalate a nuclear arms race, is criminally insane.  

Meanwhile violent crime and especially murder is exploding around the USA. 

https://www.crimeinamerica.net/33-increase-in-urban-homicides-rising-

violence-continues-in-2021   

https://fox59.com/news/indycrime/indianapolis-homicide-rate-greater-than-

chicagos/  

And is expected to get worse instead of better. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/01/us/shootings-in-us.html 

The above list of individuals who need this treatment the most will probably be 

the biggest critics of it, however lacking a better treatment program the therapeutic 

design suggested herein is probably the most humane and time-efficient possible.  

The choice for western leaders is stark: Either back off the wars and interfering in 

the domestic affairs of other nations and take care of things back home for a change, 

or suffer the inevitable rapidly escalating conflicts which will burn fastest within 

the nations of US and western Europe.  

Should the US suffer some significant economic downturn for any reason it can so 

easily snowball into an avalanche. The world has been following the American 

economy’s rises and falls for decades and those leaders have some responsibilities 

they need to attend to. If the US economy crashes, so too will the world economy, 

and it will be up to China, Russia and Europe to keep global supply chains open.  

Given the vast level of human suffering resulting from the Greed-Hate Disorder 

(GHD) already, it is time for a “paradigm shift” in attitudes among American 

leaders in all domains. Relatively fast acting therapeutic treatments for (often 

multi-generational) greed and hate pathologies are urgently needed. This is a case 

of investing in “enlightened self-interest” if ever there was. 

NOTES 

Standard treatment for biases 

https://bmcpsychology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40359-019-0299-7  

Personality inventories for prejudice 

https://osf.io/t6zd3/download  

https://www.crimeinamerica.net/33-increase-in-urban-homicides-rising-violence-continues-in-2021
https://www.crimeinamerica.net/33-increase-in-urban-homicides-rising-violence-continues-in-2021
https://fox59.com/news/indycrime/indianapolis-homicide-rate-greater-than-chicagos/
https://fox59.com/news/indycrime/indianapolis-homicide-rate-greater-than-chicagos/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/01/us/shootings-in-us.html
https://bmcpsychology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40359-019-0299-7
https://osf.io/t6zd3/download
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https://www.learningforjustice.org/professional-development/test-yourself-

for-hidden-bias  

As Johnathan Livingston Seagull said: “Perfect speed is being there.” 

People, especially Americans need to travel more and live with indigenous people 

in those destination countries to promote appreciation, liking, and even love of 

human and cultural diversity. 

As I was often told as a child: “Those to whom much is given, much is expected.” 

And so, I took the time needed to prepare this article. 

Incidentally, I know a lovely neighborhood in Addis Ababa where former 

President Trump could live for a few months to overcome his ridiculous 

stereotypes regarding Afrika, and I’m not being facetious here. Afrika is an 

incredibly beautiful continent with wonderfully kind, beautiful and peaceful 

people (as long as the US and Europeans are not stirring up trouble!), and its long 

past time the chains be removed and the people finally “allowed” to benefit from 

the vast resources Afrika does have.  

Restitution from the nations victimized by the colonial powers will have to be 

made. There are a lot of wonderful things all Euro-Americans have to offer the 

world if we can let go of our drugs and alcohol, greed, hate, self aggrandizement 

and self-pity. There is no need for the G7 to try to “compete” with China in helping 

development around the world. That’s ridiculously childish at best. There’s room 

for everyone if they know how to play nicely. 

Lastly, Afrika should be spelled with a “k,” not a “c.” It’s time everyone in the 

world start to show some respect for the mother continent of us all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65lVYE38MzI Roberta Flack - Tryin' Times (Official Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7jVqok1bqw Aloe Blacc - Ticking Bomb (Official Lyric Video) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3yCcXgbKrE Louis Armstrong - What A Wonderful World 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVPLIuBy9CY  FOLI - There is no movement without rhythm. 

Original version by Thomas Roebers and Floris Leeuwenberg 

Amani kwa kila mtu - Peace 2 all 

https://www.learningforjustice.org/professional-development/test-yourself-for-hidden-bias
https://www.learningforjustice.org/professional-development/test-yourself-for-hidden-bias
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65lVYE38MzI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7jVqok1bqw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3yCcXgbKrE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVPLIuBy9CY
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Larus canus (a gull) in flight wings spread. Photo by Bengt Nyman 

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic 

 

“Do you have any idea how many lives we must have gone 

through before we even got the first idea that there is more to 

life than eating, or fighting, or power in the Flock? A thousand 

lives, Jon, ten thousand!”  

“You don't love hatred and evil, of course. You have to 

practice and see the real gull, the good in every one of them, 

and to help them see it in themselves. That's what I mean by 

love.” 

“Jonathan Seagull discovered that boredom and fear and 

anger are the reasons that a gull's life is so short, and with 

those gone from his thought, he lived a long fine life indeed.”  

 Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Larus_canus
https://www.flickr.com/people/97469566@N00
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

